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ABSTRACT

Conceptions and Practices of Writing
among Six to Ten Year Old Children:
Fiction,

Non-Fiction, and Inner Speech

Nancy Gadzuk Drexler, B.A., University of Massachusetts
M.A,,
Ed.D.,

University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Judith W. Gourley

This dissertation presents the results of a study
conducted with twelve young writers through interviews
and writing sessions in which informants were
specifically asked to compose aloud.
designed to explore 1)
appearing

The study was

patterns and developmental trends

in the composing process 2)

informants'

conceptions and practices in writing fiction and
non-fiction,

and 3)

evidence of verbal planning and/or

inner speech during the writing process.
Two

interviews,

focusing on conceptions of writing,

and two composing aloud sessions, one each for fiction
and non-fiction, were conducted with each informant.
Findings are presented both topically to show overall
patterns and

trends,

and through individual writing

profiles to demonstrate the variations which occurred
the control and

in

facility of fiction and non-fiction.

Informants believed they decided what to write
during the actual writing process.
out this belief.

Their practices bore

Size of referent unit

(word/line/sentence/chapter)

increased with age.

Reliance on concrete, visible cues for writing decreased
with age.

For all

informants, development of a title

indicated that both a major theme and genre have been
determined.
Informants showed a strong preference for writing
fiction over non-fiction,

although many of them felt

non-fiction was easier to write.
fiction

The preference for

involved the opportunity to invent;

non-fiction,

informants felt there was no sense of

discovery or creativity.
informants

in

In composing aloud, most

(seven years and older)

used verbal planning

more extensively in writing fiction than non-fiction.
Younger

informants did not use verbal planning in

composing aloud.
Informants showed variations in control and
facility over the writing process between the two
writing sessions.

It

is suggested that one of the

variables contributing to these variations is whether
the writer

is writing fiction or non-fiction.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

Both the product and the process of writing have
important economic and
author.

Until

intellectual benefits for the

recently, however,

literacy development

in schools has focused on reading to the relative
exclusion of writing.

Graves

(1980)

calculated that

during the 1970's "for every $3000 spent on children's
ability to receive information,
power to send

it in writing."

studies on writing

$1.00 was spent on their
According to Graves,

156

in the elementary grades were done in

the United States between 1955 and 1980.

In contrast,

the Annual Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading
1980 cites more than 1,100 reports of reading research
published during a single year.

Since reading and

writing competence can develop synchronously and
interactively,

as the emerging research on writing

demonstrating,

this skewed emphasis is unfortunate and

probably an

inefficient use of teaching,

research efforts.
1

learning,

is

and

2

Research efforts are beginning to change, however.
Emig

(1971),

1979-80,

Britton

(1975), Clay

1983) , Bissex

(1979,

(1975), Graves

(1975,

1980) , have been at the

forefront of studying children's writing, and
importantly,
writing.

focusing on the processes of children

Descriptions of observations of what happens

as children write are developing into an impressive
corpus from which to make generalizations about human
development and learning.

Understandably, this seminal

research is incomplete and there are many areas which
have not yet been explored.
The focus of the following study has not been
considered

in these

initial research efforts into the

processes of beginning writers.

Specifically,

this

dissertation addresses the following research issues:
1)

analyses and comparisons of beginning writers'
conceptions and practices of composing fiction and
non-fiction

2)

the emergence,

awareness, and role of inner speech

and/or verbal planning

in the writing process.

To explore these research areas, children over a
four year age range

(ages six to ten)

were studied.

The

examination was conducted through case studies of twelve
young writers and

included

intensive interviews,

analysis of children's writing samples, composing aloud

3

sessions, and observed and recounted processes during
writing.

The study was designed and conducted to ask,

and answer,
the twelve

the following research questions concerning
informants involved:

What patterns or developmental trends
appear

in informant-report and

researcher-observation of the composing
process?
What are the informants*
practices

conceptions and

in writing fiction and

non-fiction?
What evidence of verbal planning and/or
inner speech exists within the observable
writing process?

Rationale and Significance

Literacy involves communicative competence in
reading and writing,
one's competence

and

in our bureaucratic society

in writing—reports and memoranda

communicating and documenting one's work production

is

often a critical determinant of success in the
workplace.
and

A new and major

industry is training

undertaking

in corporations

in written communication among

employees:

writing clear, understandable reports and

memoranda.

For example.

Digital Equipment Corporation,

4

through its Management Education Program, offers a
two-day workshop on Effective Business Writing Skills
for

its managers and supervisors.

area alone,

this workshop is being offered eight times

during the spring of 1984.
Washington

In the greater Boston

(D.C.)

A daily feature of the

Post newspaper is "Gobblydegook"

which excerpts bureaucratic documents and memoranda
which are rendered obfuscatory, meaningless, and/or
contradictory through incompetent writing.
the so-called skilled jobs,

those which generally pay at

the top of the salary range,
writing ability,

Success in

is often dependent on one’s

and these examples indicate that

writing ability is often inadequate for success.

From

an economic standpoint literacy, particularly competent
writing,

is critical

in the marketplace.

A primary

function of education is to prepare individuals for work
in the society, and developing competent writers, those
who can deliver a clear, meaningful product, must be a
basic goal of education.
Literacy goes beyond this pragmatic communication
competence.

The process of language is at least as

important as the product.

Through language,

individuals

and cultures make personal and shared meaning from the
chaos of primary experience.

People,

can and must order, categorize,

language users,

analyze, and synthesize

their experience to bring meaning to or make meaning

5

from it.

This quest for meaning

is at the very Fore of

human existence and dictates the direction and relative
success or failure of both individual and societal life.
Educational

institutions are established ostensibly for

the furtherance of both individual and societal goals.
Therefore,

the essential purpose of education must be to

help its participants develop their own powers to find
and make meaning,

and to provide them with the tools and

capabilities to take active roles in creating their own
personal destiny and place in a society which they help
to create.

Current interest in the "basic skills"

in

education must have this quest for meaning and a
meaningful place as a primary thrust.
"basic" education
intellect:

The key to this

is what is distinctly human in

premeditated behavior possible through the

planning function available in sequential or ordered
language.

The process of forming and using language to

order, categorize,

analyze, and synthesize experience is

the most "basic" of skills.
If we are to help children become literate adults,
we need to know the processes by which literacy develops
so that our curricula can be organized to encourage
development rather than annihilation of these processes.
Emig

(1964)

questioned sixteen professional writers on

their planning and writing processes, and found a
variety of writing strategies.

Writers at Work;

The

6

Paris Review Interviews periodically compiles the views
of other successful, proficient writers on their
composing processes, and the responses provide colorful
descriptions of the diverse processes.

And yet,

composition texts often present the writing process as
one set

in concrete:

"These three basic stages of

composition are almost always the same for any form of
writing.

Each of the three stages proceeds according to

certain definite steps,
(Warriner,

1958)

listed below in order."

[emphasis added]

talk about the inner voice,
the

Professional writers

the stream of consciousness,

interior monologue that forms the critical heart of

their composing processes.

Yet educational practice

with child writers often ignores or negates this
development of a personal voice, a looking

inward.

Classroom examples such as so-called journal writing in
which each entry must begin "Dear Mrs. _"
and creative writing which is graded according to the
"CHUPS"
U=usage;
this

system

(C=capitalization; H=handwriting;

P=punctuation;

quest

for

and

a personal

S=spelling)

seem to

squelch

voice.

Many skilled writers find that the process of
writing
thought.

itself is a tool
Murray

(1978)

in discovering and creating
compiled

interviews with

professional writers on their awareness of writing as an
act of discovery.

Piaget said of the role of writing

in

7

his own

intellectual growth:

myself,

I could not think unless

Brown,

1980,

p.2).

"I write even if only for
I did so"

According to Moffett

(quoted

(1981),

in

if

writing "is practiced as real authoring, not disguised
playback, writing discovers as much as it communicates."
A major function of education must be to help learners
become self-learners,

to teach them how rather than

merely what to know.

The knowledge explosion is

occuring far too rapidly for transfer of information to
be a sufficient activity in schools.

The putting

together, developing a sense of order from the chaos of
experience, which is part of the process of writing is a
major component of making knowledge, and this ordering
must be a basic activity in education.
If children can show and tell us what their
composing processes are,

and how they decide what to

write, we can alter curricula to eliminate the
discontinuities that exist between how the writing
process

is often taught and the emerging writer's

self-awareness of the writing process.

We can also

learn about the processes of verbal thought and how
language is used
experience.

in planning and making meaning from

We can get this information most naturally

through statements from young writers and from analysis
of their disclosures and discourse for trends, patterns.
distinctions,

and anomalies.

From this data base we can

8

make curriculum recommendations so that "authentic
authoring", as Moffett calls it,

occurs and both the

process and the product of writing are rich experiences.

Assumptions and Theoretical Positions

There are several assumptions which underlie this
study.

First and foremost is the assumption that all

approaches to literacy development must have meaning as
the central

focus at all times.

A psycholinguistic,

whole-language, comprehension-centered view of language
arts

instruction therefore is the one in which this

study is set.

Compatible with this view is the one that

research with human beings, particularly research on
language or literacy, must take place in a meaningful
context.

Mishler

(1979)

has argued that the

context-stripping methods of traditional scientific
paradigms are not appropriate to the study of
context-dependent phenomena.
Another assumption is that an inner voice develops
which motivates,
process.

This

accompanies,

or monitors the writing

inner voice, or inner speech,

the composing process and

is used in

in verbal planning.

The

phrase "inner speech" means different things to
different people,
discussed

and these varying definitions are

in the review of the literature.

There is, of

9

course,

the paradox that "inner"

defined precisely;

speech can never be

definition externalizes and therefore

distorts that which is truly inner by putting it into
another dimension.

James Moffet's

(1981:

87)

definition

most clearly captures both the limitations and the
breadth addressed

in the study:

"Whatever eventuates as

a piece of writing can begin only as some focusing on,
narrowing of,
ongoing

tapping off of, and editing of that great

inner panorama that William James dubbed the

'stream of consciousness,'
speech'

What I will call here 'inner

is a version of that stream which has been more

verbally distilled and which can hence more directly
serve as the wellspring of writing."

An intent of the

study, however, has been for the informants to
demonstrate and define what this inner speech is or says
to them.

Limitations of the Study

There was no attempt in the study to select
informants randomly.

Rather,

there were relatively

specific guidelines for the selection of informants,

so

that they may not be representative of the population at
large.

Further,

the nature of the case study approach

limits the number of informants in any given study, so
that the population studied was small as well as skewed.
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Because there was one fiction and one non-fiction
writing session for each informant in the study,
considering each session an accurate reflection of the
informant's overall process would be unwarranted.
Developing an awareness of one's inner voice seemed to
be a complex process and the design and time constraints
of this study insufficient for many informants to
articulate clearly what happened as thought became
verbal and external.

Nonetheless, the study provides

rich data to add to the small but growing body of
research on the processes of writing among children.
These data, when viewed

in the context of the above

limitations, provide important bases for further
research which can override these limitations.
findings also provide support for curricular
recommendations which foster the development of
competent writing and the making of meaning.

The

I

CHAPTER

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This review is centered on three major topics:
the development of writing
inner speech or
in writing.

in children,

the nature of

inner voice, and the composing process

The area in which the three intersect forms

the focus of the study.

The Development of Writing in Children

Research on writing behaviors and processes,
particularly among children,
formative stages.
researchers
Godwin,

is at its beginning or

In the early 1960's,

(Braddock, et.al.,

1963;

Hagstrom,

1964)

1963;

several

Rosenblatt,

1963;

documented that almost no

work had been done investigating the actual processes of
writing.

They cautioned against further unenlightened

descriptions or analyses of segments of written products
(spelling, grammar, word lists, etc.)
acknowledgement of the setting

without

in which this occurred

and without consideration of the behaviors of the
writers themselves, and suggested looking at the
11
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actual processes of writing.
By the early 1970's,

those researchers who had

heeded this advice were beginning to publish their
findings.
graders

Sawkins

(1970) ,

through interviews with fifth

(ages ten and eleven),

they did

sought to find out what

in writing compositions.

She was interested

especially in the differences between relatively good
and less skilled writers.

She found that better writers

were more concerned with content and sentence and
paragraph structure than less skilled writers.

Content

or story seemed to be the motivating or driving force of
all the writers, with children considering

it before and

during writing, while ignoring word choice, sentence and
paragraph construction.

They apparently did not,

however, have the entire story in mind before they began
to write.

She found few differences in either group in

what they said they did

in preparing to write and in the

actual writing process, based on teacher and researcher
observation,

indicating that at this age, children had

at least some conscious awareness of what the writing
process

involved for them and

in accurately articulating

this to another person.
Most influential or widely read of the early
studies was Emig’s 1971 report on the composing
processes of twelfth grade writers.

She used a case

study approach to follow the writing processes of her
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informants, using

informal

interviews, two sessions of

composing aloud, a writing autobiography, and various
writing samples.

Her study indicated that there were

discontinuities between what professional writers said
of their composing processes, what the twelfth graders
in her sample said of their composing processes, and
what was actually "taught"

in composition texts and in

the majority of high school classrooms.

Emig's study

was most influential not for any definitive conclusions,
however, but for demonstrating the use of the case study
approach as a valid one in educational research.
Britton, et.al.

(1975), while not actually

observing the behavior of children as they wrote, did
look for qualitative rather than quantitative changes in
children's writing abilities by examining school writing
samples of children from eleven to eighteen.

They saw

developmental change in the function of student writing
(from "expressive" or undisciplined language used for
revealing oneself;
things done,

to

to "transactional", that used to get

inform or persuade;

writing as an art form)

to "poetic", or

rather than looking merely at

form or structure.
Melas

(1974)

looked not at form or structure, but

at the themes of second,

third,

and fourth grade writers

to determine that teachers do not assign composition
themes

in concert with children's

interests:

when given

14
free choice, children write about topics other than
those assigned
Clay

in school.

(1975)

studied the structural characteristics

in the writings of five-year-old beginning writers,
looking at entire pieces of discourse to establish a
developmental series of structural principles and
concepts
words);

in beginning writing:
flexibility

recurrence

copying

(I know some

(I can try to write new words);

(I can repeat words);

directionality

go one after the other across a line);

(words

spatial

separation

(there's a space between words);

and

generation

(I can create new messages); with mastery of

flexibility and generation essential for the production
of original discourse.

Importantly,

she looked at

complete writing samples in context for function and
showed that children

intended to represent meaning

in

all of their productions.
Golub,

too,

(1975)

looked at the structure of

children's writing samples from a developmental
perspective.
contained

He found that more information is

in grade two than

in grade one writing samples

although sentence structures have not changed.
fourth and

Between

fifth grades, complex events are expressed

through complex sentence structures; and thought and
language growth does not appear to be as great between
fifth and

sixth grades as it does between fourth and

15
fifth grades.
Graves

(1975)

was among the first to focus on the

actual process and behaviors of writing among beginning
writers:

in his initial study, seven year old children.

He gathered his data through case study,

interviews,

analyses of writing samples, and naturalistic
observation of children while writing.
findings, he concluded that 1)

Based on his

informal learning

environments provide greater choices for children than
do formal or traditional classrooms,
writing

2)

unassigned

is longer than assigned writing regardless of

environment,

3)

girls write longer and more works in

formal environments than do boys,

4)

boys do more

unassigned writing than girls do,

5)

girls write more

about primary territory

(home and school)

write more about secondary
home and school)

(metropolitan area beyond

and expanded

territories, and 6)

whereas boys

(national and world scale)

girls stress more prethinking and

organizational qualities than boys do

in exploring their

concepts of good writers.
He also
writers,

felt there were two distinctive types of

reactive and reflective.

Reactive writers

"showed erratic problem solving strategies,

the use of

overt language to accompany prewriting and composing
phases,

isolation that evolved

couplets,

in action-reaction

proofreading at the word unit level,

a need

16
for

immediate rehearsal

in order to write, rare

contemplation or reviewing of products,
characterizations that exhibited general behavior
similar

to their own, a lack of a sense of audience when

writing, and an

inability to use reasons beyond the

affective domain

in evaluating their writing.

Reflective writers showed little rehearsal before
writing,

periodic rereadings to adjust small units of

writing at the word or phrase level, growing sense of
audience connect

[sic]

with their writing,

characterizations that exhibit general behaviors similar
to their own

in expression of feelings, and the ability

to give examples to support their reasons for evaluating
writing."

(1975:

236)

In Graves'

study,

reactive

writers were most often boys and reflective writers
girls.

Graves'

research is important not for definitive

conclusions but

for beginnings,

for the questions the

study raises rather than those it answers.
most

Perhaps the

important conclusion of his research is similar to

EJmig's:

that the case study and naturalistic

observation procedures employed can provide valuable
data on the development and behaviors of children's
writing processes, which can then inform how best to
"teach" writing

in the elementary classroom.

Graves and associates spent four years observing
young writers

in gr ades one through four and focusing on
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the processes, particularly of revising,
writers follow.
(1979)
is

that developing

Preliminary findings of their research

indicated, among other things, that early writing

impressionistic,

that eight year olds find it easier

to revise topics about personal experiences than the
experiences of others,

that revision begins when

children can choose their own topics, and that children
who write fast are more likely to revise in larger units
and to sustain a single composition for a longer time
period than those who write slowly.
Graves'
determined
"Writing

final

report on this research

(1983)

its single most important finding to be that

is a highly idiosyncratic process that varies

from day to day.
exception."

Variance is the norm, not the

(1983:

270)

The report named eight general

categories contributing to the composing variance:
topic,

teacher, process

versus surge pattern),
self-concept,

room,

their research,

(holding or regressive pattern
audience, mechanics,

and organic factors.

the topic was the most important factor

in writing variance;

a "hot"

writer to override other
written piece.

According to

topic would allow the

factors, and develop a strong

In this study, a "strong root of

personal experience or affect"

(p.

263)

was usually

present with so-called hot topics and peak performance.
Bissex

(1979)

followed the writing development of a
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single child for five years,
ten,

from the ages of five to

through changes in two of his writing forms,

newspaper and the short story.
changing structures

the

While she analyzed the

(spelling, syntax)

in his writing,

she also noted changes in form and content;
increasingly differentiated styles, content drawn from a
widening world with an increasing sense of realism, and
a greater awareness of audience.
analysis of the same child
different writing

In a more extended

(1980) ,

she added that his

forms corresponded to seemingly

different purposes, and like Graves, noted that
unassigned or spontaneous writings were more profuse and
varied than his assigned writings.
year period of observation,

Throughout the five

she noted that her

informant

could sustain attention to his own spontaneous writing
for approximately two hours whether his main intent
appeared to be mastering

invented spellings or refining

plot nuances.
Donnelly and Stevens

(1980)

compared the

development of writing of two girls from first through
third grades
spelling,

in terms of style, persona, grammar, and

and

found that one developed longitudinally

and at an even pace,
indicating

the other

in more erratic jumps,

the diversity with which the writing process

(or processes)

can develop.

They further suggest that

any out-of-context evaluation of written products.
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particularly that which examines only one aspect of the
product, may be misleading

in terms of the child's

overall development.
Gourley and associates

(1984)

have developed

individual literacy profiles of kindergarten children,
based on a year's classroom observation in the course of
a larger longitudinal study.
interested

Gourley was most

in the diversity and complexity of the

learning processes the informants demonstrated, arguing
for the value of studying

individual profiles rather

than making what may be artificial and inaccurate
generalizations.

She cited examples from the profiles

to show "that apparently similar behaviors among
children may have different sources and meanings"

(1984:

60) .
The studies described here show a refreshing change
in focus over other,

earlier research, either

in that

they focus on the processes of writing, or look at the
process and product of writing

in context.

important findings have emerged
Bissex,
meaning,

Several

in these studies.

Clay,

and Britton showed that, while the kinds of
or

situation,

functions of writing, may change with age or
from their earliest efforts children intend

to make meaning with their writing.

The greater length

and quantity of unassigned writing over assigned writing
(Emig, Graves, Bissex, Melas)

suggest that these writers
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have something to say and are internally motivated to
say it.

However,

the young writers usually did not

formally outline or plan what it was they wanted to say
beforehand

in the studies of Sawkins,

Emig, Graves,

Bissex, and Donnelly and Stevens, and they further did
not appear to know at the outset how their stories would
end.

So the writing process itself was the creating

process.

Graves,

Donnelly and Stevens,

and Gourley all

found diversity and variation among the writing
processes of their

informants which recommend against

seeking only patterns and generalizations in research
into the learning and writing processes.
These studies have shown that making meaning is at
the core of the writing process, and that a writing
product evolves as a part of the process of making
meaning.

This contrasts with the implication of

composition texts and/or empirical research which
examines writing segments at the word or sentence level
that thought appears fully formed and organized before
writing begins.

For the researchers and informants

cited here,

is not the case.

or

this

inner speech that may accompany or motivate the

writing processes described
the

The verbal planning

focus of

interest.

in this review now becomes
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The Nature of Inner Speech or Inner Voice

The Russian psychologists have been at the vanguard
of studying
verbal

inner voice or

thought.

Vygotsky

inner speech as a key to
(1934/1962)

advanced the

notion of inner speech, not as non-vocalized external
speech, but as speech for oneself, with its own peculiar
structure.
and

It functions to make meaning for oneself,

for planning

for oneself.

Inner speech develops and

branches off from the child's external speech at the
same time he or she begins to differentiate the social
and egocentric functions of speech, and these speech
structures become the basic structures of thinking.
Inner

speech, which Vygotsky saw developing by the age

of seven, depends on the development of the child's
socialized speech and then moves beyond speech.

Inner

speech has a peculiar syntax and abbreviation, based on
the evidence Vygotsky collected with progressed states
of egocentric speech,
speech evolved.
are omitted,

from which he believed

inner

The subject and all descriptive words

leaving

inner speech essentially that of

predication, almost without words.

The sense of a word,

which incorporates all the psychological events the
word sets off for a person, becomes more important than
the more universal meaning.

Vygotsky gave examples of
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book titles such as Anna Karenina or Hamlet in which
the entire sense of-the work is contained
name.

in the one

So the sense of a word takes the entire context

for that person
thinking

into account.

Inner speech becomes

in pure meanings to the extent that is

possible.
Sokolov

(1968/1972)

collected psychophysical data

on inner speech, using electromyograms to measure the
activity of the speech musculature during mental
activity, which he felt was an indication of the
existence of inner speech.
impulses are

He found that motor speech

intensified when there are difficult

problems to be solved, and lessened with easy problems.
When problems were so difficult that the subjects or
informants could not solve them,

there was also a

reduction of motor speech impulses.

These findings

suggest that people use inner speech when problem
solving and that it is an
Sokolow regarded

indicator of mental activity.

inner speech as "the principal

mechanism to thought, with the aid of which there takes
place goal-directed selection, generalization, and
storage of sensory information

(data provided by

sensations and perceptions)."

(1968/1972:

Blonskii,

cited

in Sokolov,

264)

"pointed to the

extremely fragmentary nature of inner speech,
underdevelopment and

its

incompleteness, and this to such a
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degree that if there were some way to record the verbal
expression of thoughts
the

in our

inner speech, we would get

impression of something like the Idenflucht of manic

patients:

'An extremely rapid and changeable flow of

thoughts, making

little sense for an outsider because

of its jumps and

incompleteness of reasoning and

judgments,

continually reverting to fragments of phrases

or even

individual words, which would surprise the

in

listeners."’

(1968/1972:

49)

Sokolov also cited Anan'ev who criticized
Vygotsky's concept of the pure predicativeness of inner
speech as "one-sided."

Even Vygotsky contradicted

himself here with his literary examples:

Hamlet

providing the entire sense of the work, or Kitty and
Levin proclaiming their love through initial letters
traced on a table-top.

Anan'ev's point was that the

logical and syntactic structure of inner speech could be
varied, depending on the cognitive content of thought.
The Schools Council Research Team in Britain

(1973)

asserted "that expressive writing--the free-flowing
record of personal
'inner speech'
matrix

thought and feeling

is closest to

and at the same time represents the

from which differentiated types of writing grow."

Moffett,

as already cited, views inner speech as

version of that stream

[of consciousness]

more verbally distilled".

a

which has been

He further feels that inner
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speech is an area where verbalizable

(but not

necessarily yet verbalized)

is at least

material

potentially available to consciousness and potentially
capable of being put into words since it is
"language-congenial" or discursive thought.
Perhaps there is no direct way to record the verbal
expression of our

thoughts in

processes may enhance or
occurring,
it.

for example, considers writing to be

inner speech.

they occur,

increase the likelihood of its

and of subsequently or consequently recording

Moffett,

revised

inner speech, but some

according

If thoughts are communicated as
to Sokolov,

a discharge of motor

speech impulses still precedes their expression through
external
speech
text

speech.

Electromyographic recordings of motor

impulses confirms that a writer enunciates the

(or

some text)

before writing

We may better understand

it down.

inner speech by examining

the composing process—the process during which inner
speech

is revised

electrical

into writing.

Sokolov found that

activity increases with auditory

presentation; perhaps,
way to enhance either
conscious awareness of

then, composing aloud becomes a
the production or at least the
inner speech.
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The Composing Process

By asking
write, or to

informants to compose aloud as they

introspect either before or after the act

of writing, we may get some insight into the processes
that precede or accompany writing,
becomes external.
scheme or

into how inner speech

The conflict between the internal

inner speech and

its verbal realization may be

accompanied by the "throes of creation" or writer's
block."

This may be alleviated somewhat by working with

informants who write frequently and are familiar enough
with revising and editing to realize that their first
draft can be this fragmentary flow.
That composing aloud can be used as an effective
research tool was first demonstrated by Emig

(1971) , who

had her twelfth grade informants complete two sessions
of composing aloud as they wrote, as well as talk about
what kind of pre-planning they went through in the
writing process.

Mischel

(1974)

also conducted a case

study with one twelfth grade informant who composed
aloud during eight sessions
tasks.
became
(1979)

His

in a series of narrative

informant indicated that composing aloud

increasingly easy as the sessions went on.
asked

Perl

five unskilled community college students

to compose aloud and externalize their thinking
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proc©ss©s as much as possibl© during four writing
s©ssions.

Th©s© r©s©arch©rs all audiotap©d th©

composing aloud s©ssions and lat©r analyz©d th©
transcripts from th© s©ssions.

Nolan

(1979)

ask©d sixth

grad©rs to compos© aloud giv©n a pictur© prompt and th©
instruction to "writ© a story which com©s into your h©ad
as you look at th© pictur©."
and play©d th©m back to
during viewing,

H© vid©otap©d th© s©ssions

informants afterwards so that,

they could add any comments about th©

composing process that cam© to mind

in retrospect.

Th©

importance of all these studies to th© current
investigation is that th© informants were able to
express some notion of what compelled their writing
processes,

and were able to compose aloud.

Other

investigators have asked writers to

introspect about what happens before, during, and/or
after the writing process without specifically asking
them to compose aloud.

Stallard

(1974)

analyzed writing

behaviors of good and average twelfth grade writers by
observing

them while they wrote a pre-selected

assignment,
interview,
attending

and asking them, during a subsequent
to recall things they remembered consciously

to and

feeling concerned about while writing.

He found that good writers did things the random group
did not,

such as spending a greater amount of time in

pre-writing and

in actual writing,

and

in contemplating
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what had been written both during and after the writing
process.

Good writers were also more concerned with the

purpose of writing than the average writers.

Stallard's

observational checklist included clocking when the
assignment was given, when the actual writing began,

if

the author talked with peers before and/or during the
writing, or made corrections or reread during the
process, or made any hesitations during writing.
Sommers

(1978)

also looked at the composing

processes of college students, comparing their products,
revision methodologies, and through interviews, their
awareness of strategies and methodologies with those of
experienced,

adult writers.

She found that the

experienced writers were better able to articulate some
kind of operational control over the process, which was
evidenced

in their revisions,

indicating that the level

of conscious awareness may affect the process itself.
Graves

(1975)

did

intervene during writing episodes

with seven your olds with questions such as "tell me
what you are going to write about" and "tell me how your
story is going to end"
ideas the child had.

to determine the range of writing
Brown

(1977),

in observing nine,

ten, and eleven year old children during the writing of
a story found,

through their comments to each other

during the writing process,
clear

that each child showed a

idea of what a story should be like and used these
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notions in his or her writing, although their entire
stories did not appear to have been planned out before
the actual writing began.

Neither Graves nor Brown

specifically asked the writers to
they thought happened
writing,

introspect about what

in their heads before or during

or asked them to compose aloud, but their

studies do demonstrate that young children,
ages as the

informants

the same

in this investigation, can talk

about the writing process while writing.
If, as Vygotsky suggested,
the age of seven,

speech turns inner by

then perhaps we can get a sense of

inner speech at its early stages by asking young
writers, particularly those who are already familiar and
fluent enough with the processes not to concentrate or
focus on the mechanics of writing, to compose aloud as
they write.

By specifically asking these same writers

to tell what they think happens before and as they
i te, we may develop a better understanding of the
composing processes among young writers and the nature
of verbal
developing
fact,

thought.

We may then apply this knowledge to

literacy programs in schools that do,

in

serve to develop literacy.

Summary

This literature review has highlighted several
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important findings and concepts about writing processes.
One finding

is that from their earliest efforts at

writing, children intend to make meaning;
is a driving
meaning

force in the process.

However,

this

is not fully formed at the beginning of the

writing process;
all

this intention

children do not know, when starting,

that will happen in their written pieces.

as they write.

Meaning must,

course of the writing.
critical area
Another

They plan

then, develop during the

How this meaning develops is a

for study.
finding

is the

importance of the topic as

the primary determinant of writing success.

Children

who can choose their own topics write more and longer
pieces than children who write on assigned topics.
topic

The

is the most significant factor causing variance in

composing.

Yet,

studying the writer's preference for and

practices with different genres and topics, even by the
macrocosmic categories of fiction and non-fiction, has
not been specifically addressed prior to this study.
The concept of inner speech to make meaning and
plan for oneself has been advanced, with writing a form
of "revised"

inner speech.

Since meaning develops

during the course of writing, and since children plan
what to write during writing
conceptualized

itself,

inner speech as

should accompany the writing process.

Composing aloud has been shown as a technique
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which externalizes thinking processes to some extent.
Research conducted on the composing process has
demonstrated that writers can talk about their writing
processes,

using composing aloud.

None of the existing

research has used composing aloud as a specific
technique with writers the ages of the informants in
this study.

However, existing studies have shown that

informants

in this age group can and do talk about the

writing process.

Since beginning writers can contribute

the most to our understanding of developing writing
processes,

it is essential that we tap all possible

sources of information from them,
during composing aloud

and recording them

is a critical element to add to

our learning.
The study described

in this paper

is built upon the

growing body of research into the development of the
writing processes of emerging writers.
of

inquiry,

Two major areas

shown through this literature review to be

as yet unexplored, have been investigated and will be
described

in depth in the following chapters.

include the
writing

informants'

They

conceptions and practices in

fiction and non-fiction,

and evidence of

speech and/or verbal planning existing within the
observable writing process.

inner

CHAPTER

III

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was to examine
developing writers'

conceptions and practices of the

writing process, with special emphasis on the comparison
of fiction and non-fiction.
evidence of

A further goal was to find

inner speech and/or verbal planning within

the writing process of developing writers.

Design

The examination was conducted through case studies
of twelve young writers,
unstructured or
guide,

included

intensive interviews with an interview

composing aloud,

writing,

ages six to ten, and

observation during composing and

and analysis of written products, with the goal

of answering the following research questions concerning
the twelve informants:
31
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What patterns or developmental trends
appear

in informant-report and

researcher—observation of the composing
process?
What are the informants'

conceptions and

practices in writing fiction and
non-fiction?
What evidence of verbal planning and/or
inner speech exists within the observable
writing process?
To answer

these questions, case studies were

conducted with the following format.
initial
this

There was an

intensive interview with each informant.

interview,

During

informants answered questions about the

writing process, how they decided what to write, and
their conceptions of writing fiction and non-fiction.
This was followed by two composing sessions, where the
informant was asked to compose, or think, aloud as he or
she was writing.

Informants selected their own writing

topics, with the stipulation that one session involve
fiction writing, and one non-fiction.
done first was up to the informants.

Which form was
A

final

interview was conducted with each informant.
this

intensive
During

interview, questions were again asked about the

v/riting process, how they decided what to write, and
their conceptions o f fiction and non-fiction, with
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specific written pieces as referents.

They were also

asked about the composing aloud experience.
The

informants were twelve children, three each in

grades one,

two,

three,

and four.

Because the intent

was to focus on the content and processes of writing,
rather than the mechanics,

informants were selected who

were relatively skilled and fluent writers and who
themselves could focus on content rather than mechanics
during the

investigation.

First, classrooms were identified

in which teachers

espoused a comprehension-centered approach to language
arts and

implemented their theoretical approach to

literacy through a writing program which emphasized
content and meaning rather than rote drill work.
these classrooms, children wrote,
ultimately "published"
classroom library.
were asked to

revised,

In

and

their own books to be used

Within these classrooms,

in the

teachers

identify those students who were above the

classroom mean

in 1)

number of published books,

2)

amount of free or choice time devoted to writing
activities,

3)

reading and listening comprehension

components of whatever standardized tests were used by
the school.

These selection criteria were used to

select fluent, eager writers.
From that group,

teachers identified students who

wrote and published both fiction and non-fiction, and
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who were able to articulate clearly both in print and
orally.

From that group,

the three students per class

or grade were randomly selected.

To eliminate possible

outside interference, only students who had been in that
type of classroom setting for at least one year prior to
the study were considered.
The selection procedures for both classroom
settings and

informants were admittedly rigorous.

Several examples are presented here to demonstrate that
this rigorous selection was worthwhile,
both a milieu and

that it insured

informants in which "authentic

authoring", as Moffett called it, could develop and be
studied,
These

informants did not see writing solely as an

instrument or channel

for communicating with others, but

also as an extremely personal tool.
writing,

In this private

the author could be the primary audience.

For

example, during William's non-fiction writing session,
he said that he wrote different stories at home,
emphasizing that they were very different from the
stories he wrote at school.

These home stories were not

about him, but about his friends.
interview session,

During our final

I asked about these stories,

I

don't write stories at home anymore--! did," he said,
and went on to tell me about bunnies and missing
flowers.

When asked

if some of the home stories were
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about friends, he said,
stopped abruptly.

"Yeah, some of them,"

"I didn't say that.

been thinking about someone else."

He

then

You must have
immediately

picked up his writing folder and began talking about a
Smurf story he had written.
want his private writing

William apparently did not

invaded at this point.

In what

may be a similar vein, Joyce wrote her non-fiction piece
with me about another schoolmate:
about Stephanie.

"I decided to write

Sometimes she's mean and I sort of

like to write it down and get it all out."
Other
upsetting

informants wrote directly and openly about
issues

in their lives;

father's job loss.

For some children,

in more subtle ways.
pencil

and paper.

nightmares, divorce,

Graham,

issues came out

for example, wrote about a

VThen the paper moved to Hawaii, the

pencil was lonely until

it found more paper to write on.

Not surprisingly, Graham's best friend had moved to
Hawaii and Graham was,
friends.

indeed,

lonely until he made new

Zelda, who wore hand-down clothing and noticed

every time

I wore something new or different to school,

wrote about a lucky girl who was going to a nice clothes
store with her own money to spend on anything she
wanted.

"It may be like the mother will get exactly

what the girl wanted for Christmas, and the mother let
her

for a whole week do anything that she wants, or have

her

friends over any time without even asking.”
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That these issues came out is certainly a testament
to the classroom environment these children experienced,
an atmosphere of trust in which their extremely personal
concerns could emerge,

in which an inner voice could

develop and be heard.

Procedures

After

identification of classrooms and

was completed and school, parental, and
consent was assured,

the

informants

informant

investigator spent at least two

days as a participant observer

in each classroom to get

an overview of the classroom setting, the informant
within his or her usual educational milieu, and to
become a more familiar
the initial

figure to the informant.

interview was conducted with each informant

individually,

in a setting familiar to the informant,

but not within the classroom itself.
the

Then

interviews were conducted

The majority of

in a small room directly

adjacent to the school library.

This interview was

audiotaped and transcribed, and the investigator also
took notes of physical behaviors and movements during
the

interview.

The two writing sessions and the final

interview were recorded the same way.
and

final

Both the initial

interviews were unstructured or

interviews using

interview guides,

intensive

following Lofland’s
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1974 paradigm.
Appendix A.

These interview guides are located

in

The interviews were flexible, with the

informants themselves providing much of the direction.
Within each interview, descriptive,

structural, and

contrast questions were asked according to Spradley's
taxonomy of ethnographic questions
conclusion of the first session,

(1979).

At the

the investigator told

the informants that at the next session, they would be
asked to think, or compose, aloud while writing.
second session,

At the

the informants were asked to compose

aloud as they wrote on any topic they chose, but they
had

to

indicate whether they were writing fiction or

non-fiction.

After they completed their writing,

they

were asked to reflect on other things that might have
gone on

in their heads while they were writing.

The

third session was conducted like the second, with the
exception that the

informants were asked to write in the

mode not chosen during the first composing aloud
session.

The fourth session was the final

interview.

Each interview was transcribed and read for
emergent themes which were coded under the following
categories:

conceptions of the composing process,

sources of writing

ideas, distinctions between good and

bad writing, distinctions between child and adult
writing,
title.

use of illustrations, and development of a
Content analyses of the informants'

interview
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data were compiled

to

What patterns
appear

in

writing

for

or developmental

the

informants*

fiction and
aloud

following

trends
the

conceptions of

non-fiction?

transcripts were matched with

written products and

individual

following

process?

The composing
their

the

informant-report of

composing
What are

answer

read

for

emergent themes and

"thick descriptions",

and

appear

in

composing
What

are

writing

the

inner

Finally,
interviews

and
the

the

process?
the

informants'

fiction and

practices

in

non-fiction?
planning

speech exists within

writing

trends

researcher-observation of

What evidence of verbal

answer

answer

questions:

What patterns or developmental

to

to

and/or

the observable

process?

correlation of
the composing
original

the analyses of the
aloud

sessions were made

research questions en

toto.

CHAPTER

I V

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS

Introduction

In this chapter,
briefly,

the informants are introduced

then the research findings of the study are

presented

to answer the following research questions:

What patterns or developmental trends
appear

in

informant-report and

researcher-observation of the composing
process?
What are the
practices

informants'

conceptions and

in writing fiction and

non-fiction?
What evidence of verbal planning and/or
inner speech exists within the observable
writing process?
In describing the patterns and developmental
trends,
follows:

the

informant data are presented topically as

conceptions of the composing process,
39

sources
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of writing

ideas, distinctions between good and bad

writing, distinctions between child and adult writing,
use of illustrations, and the development of the title.
This

information, particularly on the first four topics,

comes primarily from informant-report during the
interview sessions.

Data concerning the use of

illustrations and the development of the title come
primarily from researcher-observation during the writing
sessions.
In describing the informants*
writing

conceptions of

fiction and non-fiction, the interview sessions

make up the primary data source.
show informants'

Data are presented to

preference for writing either fiction

or non-fiction, and to present their conceptions that
there

is a distinction between fiction and non-fiction

in that one is easier to write than the other.
present the informants*
non-fiction,

an

To

practices of writing fiction and

individual writing profile for each

informant is given.

Expanded writing profiles are

presented for three of the informants to highlight some
of the differences the informants demonstrated.
In describing the evidence of inner speech and/or
verbal planning, both informant-report during the
interview sessions and composing, or thinking, aloud
during the writing sessions are used.

The

informant-repor t describes the informants*

overall
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conception or awareness of an inner speech.

The

composing aloud protocols provide evidence of verbal
planning.
The Informants
The twelve informants in this study were all
students
school

in the same school, a small public elementary

in rural New England.

"clusters”,

The school

is divided into

each of which encompasses what in a

traditionally graded school would be two grades.
Graham, William,

John,

Joan, and Zelda were in the same

cluster, equivalent to grades one and two.
Sylvia, Margaret,

Lisa,

Scott,

Hunter,

Joyce, and Iris were in a

different cluster, equivalent to grades three and four.
The children’s ages as given in Table One were based on
age the day of their

first interview session.

Table One

also provides titles for each writing product done by
the

informants during the study, with an indication

whether the piece was written during the first or second
writing session.

Further notation indicates whether the

writer considered the piece fiction or non-fiction.
Untitled pieces are so listed.

A copy of each of the

written pieces done by the informants during the study
is

in Appendix B.
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TABLE 1
Informant Information

Informant

Age

First Writing

Second Writing

Lisa

6 yrs.

3 mo.

I Don't Know (F)

The Courtney Story (N-F)

Graham

6 yrs.

8 mo.

The Bugs Bunny Story (F)

The Miss Davis Story (N-F)

William

7 yrs.

3 mo.

The Bunny and William
Story (F)

The William Story (N-F)

John

7 yr s.

4 mo.

The Martian Man

When My Uncle Dove through
the Ice (N-F)
Snowball Fight (N-F)

Joan

7 yrs.

9 mo.

Dracula

Zelda

8 yrs.

2 mo.

Almost Drowning

Hunter

8 yrs. 10 mo.

Baseball

Sylvia

8 yr s. 10 mo.

The Green Doll

Margaret

9 yrs.

untitled

Scott

9 yrs.

3 mo.

Earthquakes

Joyce

10 yrs.

1 mo,

Sunset Boat

Iris

10 yr s.

3 mo.

The Woogabooga
Monster (N-F)

(F)

Cardinal

(F)
(N-F)

(N-F)

The Crack in the Wall

(F)

Weekends (F)

(N-F)
(F)

How My Hamster Died
untitled

(N-F)

(N-F)

The Race

(F)

(F)

Stephanie

(F)

untitled

(N-F)
(F)

(N-F)
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Patterns and Developmental Trends

What patterns or developmental trends appear

in

informant-report and researcher-observation of the
composing process?

In this section,

research findings

are presented which answer this question, through
describing
process,

informants'

conceptions of the composing

sources of writing

ideas, distinctions between

child and adult writing, use of illustrations, and the
development of titles.
Conceptions of the Composing Process
When asked general questions about writing,

the

informants usually spoke about writing fiction, and
would differentiate between fiction and non-fiction only
if prompted with such questions as, "Do you do it the
same for true and made-up stories?"
fiction,

When writing

they all agreed that they did not know the

entire piece before beginning, but rather thought it up
as they went along.

Nor did they know an entire

non-fiction piece before beginning: either they were
writing reports and did not yet know all the
information,

or

if writing something with which they

were already familiar,

they did not know how much they

would remember and choose to
these children,

include.

So writing,

for

was definitely conceived as a process of
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creating and building, not merely recording on paper
that which already existed,
All

the

fully formed

in the mind.

informants believed that the composing

process happened during writing,

that as they were

writing a word/1ine/sentence/chapter down they were
thinking ahead to a future word/1ine/sentence/chapter.
William
did

(7 yrs.

3 mo.),

in non-fiction:

again,
what

"Sometimes

I finish a word and think

finish a word and think again.

I do."

fiction,
row."

for example, explained what he

That's usually

He had control of a larger piece in

"When I was on this row I thought of the next

Zelda

(8 yrs,

2 mo.)

said,

"I just think up

little parts, about four or five lines."
3 mo.)
Joyce

Scott

(9 yrs.

liked to "keep at least one sentence ahead."
(10 yrs.

and when

1 mo.)

said,

"Sometimes I just start it

I get to where I think it should be good to

have an adventure,

I think of it then."

The

developmental differences seem to lie in the size of the
conceptual unit and the degree of concrete immediacy or
abstraction.

For the younger children,

an idea might

consist of an object, particularly one visible in the
writing environment.

Developmentally,

the scope of an

idea became a sentence for an older child.
oldest children

in the study,

event or vignette.

For the

an idea was an entire plot
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Sources of Writing Ideas
The sources of writing
informants:

ideas were similar among

things that had happened to them, concrete

objects which were readily available, other children's
stories, books,

television,

conferencing, pictures

friends, parents,

(both through drawing them and

looking at them in books).

The older children were able

to name imagination as a source of ideas.

Many of the

younger children looked around them for existing objects
to put
Lisa

in the stories they wrote with me.

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)

said,

"I look around the room for

things and start writing about them."
mo.)

For example,

Graham

(6 yrs.

8

chose to write "The Miss Davis Story" because

"she's true and
yrs.

4 mo.),

I like her and she's here."

"Anything

For John

(7

in the room can give you ideas.

In a really empty room, you could write about yourself."
The older writers did not need these physically
present prompts.
think

Joan

(7 yrs.

it up in my head."

9 mo.)

was able to "just

She wanted to "write about

something that's never been invented before."
yrs.

10 mo.)

yrs.

3 mo.)

maybe."

wanted to "think of my own ideas",
to "think of something

Sylvia

(8 yrs.

You imagine stuff.

.

.

10 mo.)

(8

Scott

(9

I*d 1 ike--dreams,

had "daydreams.

shut my eyes,

head you see stuff—what it’s doing.
your characters are doing."

Hunter

.

.

.

in the back of your
You see whatever

The writers gained, with
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age, more control over what their writing could be
about!

the younger ones needed concrete, physical

prompts and the older ones could invent more and better
manipulate what they knew.
Iris
exception:

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)

provided an interesting

in writing her non-fiction,

she had not

needed any visible prompts, and stories in her writing
folder,

such as one about a balloon flight over France,

Egypt, and Libya,

suggested that she was able to write

without such prompts.

In her fiction piece, however,

she needed to use prompts in the room
table)
had

to get started.

(bookcase and

This was a piece in which she

little interest and, conceivably, was not exercising

her most mature writing abilities, but only giving

it a

superficial treatment.
The younger writers wanted to write about things
they knew well;
novel

the older ones wanted to invent new or

stories and were better able to use the greater

memory and experience banks they gained with age to
exercise more control over the writing content and
process.

Cues for

ideas changed with age, moving from

concrete to abstract.
yrs.

8 mo.),

mo.)

all chose

writing desk,

John

Lisa

(7 yrs.

(6 yrs.

3 mo.),

3 mo.), Graham

and Zelda

(8 yrs.

(6
2

very specific objects, visible from the
about which to write.

the continuum, both Sylvia

(8yrs.

At the other end of

10 mo.)

and Joyce

(10
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yrs.

1 mo.)

calling

invented situations in their heads,

it daydreaming,

Sylvia

Joyce getting a picture in her

head and writing about that.
Distinctions between Good and Bad Writing
What constituted "good" and "bad" writing changed
with age.

The three youngest informants, Lisa

mo.) , Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.) , and William

(6 yrs.

(7 yrs.

3

3 mo.) ,

felt that neatness constituted the primary difference
between good and bad writing. Graham went on to add a
moral distinction between nice and bad characters.
(7 yrs.
words

in

4 mo.)
it,

felt that a story was bad-if it had "bad"

and was good

recent work had,
references.)

John

if it didn't.

(Some of John's

incidentally, been censured for bawdy

To Joan

(7 yrs.

9 mo.),

a good writer was

one who thought up ideas which no one had ever written
about.

She also described good and bad titles in what

seemed to be an extremely personalized way:

a good

title was one about which she could write easily,
bad
or

and a

title was one for which she had little information
few ideas.

The older

informants became more global

in their definitions of good and bad writing.
(8 yrs.
yrs.

2 mo.),

Hunter

(8 yrs.

10 mo.),

To Zelda

and Scott

(9

3 mo.), good writing made sense, and bad writing

didn't.

The oldest informants added stylistic judgments

to their distinctions.
(9 yrs.),

Scott,

Joyce

Sylvia
(10 yrs.

(8 yrs.

10 mo.), Margaret

1 mo.), and

Iris

(10
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yrs.

3 mo.)

detail.

all

felt that good writing had a lot of

For Sylvia,

"Good explains what's happening,

and where you are and what you're doing.
giving pictures in your head."

.

.

. You're

Both Margaret and Joyce

described bad writing as telling one thing after another
in the "bed-to-bed"

format,

Scott and Joyce focused on

character development as important in good writing.
Joyce also mentioned stylistic techniques:

"the way a

person uses words" and the approach of getting directly
into the plot and setting the scene after the action has
begun.
So developmentally,

the youngest writers in this

study distinguished good and bad writing
handwriting.
distinction of

in terms of

Next, making overall sense was the
importance.

The oldest informants, who

presumably had control over both handwriting skills and
general

story line, could focus on subtle nuances:

choice, character development, and style.

word

Issues of

control went from motor skills to plot to literary
style.

Distinctions between fiction and non-fiction

wezG never specifically mentioned

in the discussion, and

from informant references to story lines, characters,
and

ideas,

it seems likely that most of the children

were referring to fiction rather than non-fiction.
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Distinctions between Child and Adult Writing
These

informants perceived differences in child and

adult writing.

According to William

"Kids write

and grownups do

'R'

mo.), Graham
mo.) ,

(6 yrs.

and Zelda

(7 yrs.

'ARE'."

Lisa

8 mo.), William, John

(8 yrs.

2 mo.)

3 mo.),
(6 yrs.

(7 yrs.

3

3

felt the difference

between adult and child writing to be that adults
spelled correctly and had neat handwriting, and could do
cursive writing.
and Sylvia

Graham, Joan

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

non-fiction than fiction.

(7 yrs.

9 mo.),

Zelda,

thought grown-ups wrote more
As Zelda put it,

"Adults

write about something serious—things like space, or how
things work, or how to build something."
3 mo.)

Scott

(9 yrs.

felt that adults based their fiction on facts,

but children did not.

Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)

further

delineated that adult journalists wrote non-fiction,

and

adult professional writers wrote more fiction.
Informants also felt that adults and children wrote
about different topics, although they weren't clear
about what those topics would be.
10 mo.),
longer

Joyce,

John,

Hunter

(8 yrs.

and Sylvia felt that grown-ups wrote

stories, because, as Sylvia put it,

"Kids get

bored and give up but grown-ups have more patience."
Several

informants

(Zelda,

Scott, and

adults did not write funny stories.
(10 yrs.

3 mo.),

Iris)

felt that

According to Iris

"Grown-ups write about history and it's
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not that funny.

.

.

, When you're grown-up, you're not

creative."
When adults write for children. Hunter, Margaret
yrs.),

and Scott all

felt that the product was better

than what children produced.

Hunter and Margaret felt

that adult writing made more sense.
"Adults make more sense.
than when kids write.
and

if it does,

Scott said,

smoother.

It's usually more interesting

it says later what was happening."

writing,

writing for kids is almost the
I think--but usually it runs

You can read

think about

To Margaret,

It doesn't just start somewhere

"Grown-ups'

same as kids'

it faster and don't have to

it so much."

In terms of the writing process itself.
yrs.

3 mo.)

more

ideas to go on."

(10 yrs.

it,

1 mo.)

Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

(10

"You'd think adults'

show their revisions
So these

writing

As Joyce

is very good—but
They don't

in the book, just the final draft.

informants'

adult and child writing,
analysis, was

and Joyce

agreed that the writing process was

they go through the same processes we do.

writing.

Iris

felt adults were more careless and had "no

essentially the same for adults and children.
put

(9

views of differences between
or at least the point of

in line with their views of good and bad

Here,

the younger

informants saw differences

as being both concrete and mechanical:

handwriting and
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spelling were the critical elements.

The older

informants were able to focus on more conceptual
such as genre and content areas.

issues

Some of the oldest

informants became even more abstract and focused on
style, which could be detected

in a writer's work, and

process, which could only be surmised.
Use of Illustrations
These children used
their writing.

Again,

illustrations differently in

the function of illustration, or

the point during the process where it was used, seemed
to change with age.

Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo^)

wrote a title

for his fiction piece, and then drew a picture to
illustrate the story.

He had considerable difficulty

getting started with the story, and concentrated on
drawing the picture.

As he went on, he was able to

write with fewer hesitations.
page,

while

Correspondingly, each

illustrated, had progressively smaller

illustrations,

suggesting that the words began to drive

the story and by the end,

the illustrations were of

relatively little use to him as an element of the
composing process.

Joan

(7 yrs.

9 mo.)

explained her

use of illustrations in a way compatible with Graham's
example:

"I draw pictures after writing usually.

I’d

draw a picture first if I was writing about the
Titanic_so I'd get ideas from my picture.
writing a lot better

...

I like

than drawing pictures, but say I
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don't know a lot about the Titanic.

It's better drawing

than wasting time and when I'm drawing

l get ideas.

That's why I draw,"
Sylvia
her

(

8 yrs.

illustrations:

10 mo.)

had a different place for

"I write words.

When I'm in the

middle of the story I draw a picture.

When I'm almost

done and know what it's going to be about
picture of it.

At first,

I can draw a

I can't draw because I don't

know what the story will be about."

The function and

place of illustration was something else for Scott
yrs,

3 mo.):

(9

"Sometimes I draw a picture from a story

I've finished,

to put

it in a book or just to draw it,

or just to draw something to think and while I'm drawing
I get an

idea.

It mostly doesn't have anything to do

with the picture."
Illustrations seemed to have a developmental shift
in

importance for the informants.

Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)

needed a concrete presence to aid him in writing his
story.

Joan

(7 yrs.

9 mo.),

too,

said that concrete

presence would help her when she was not full of ideas
on the topic.

For Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.),

the

illustration was a re-affirmation of what she had
already written,

and was not necessary as a concrete

marker.

For Scott

(9 yrs,

3 mo.), the abstract act of

drawing,

rather than the actual content, provided him

with an opportunity to come up with new ideas for future
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stories.
Development of the Title
Regardless of informant age, development of a title
was an extremely critical early step in the composing
process.

It seemed to

indicate that several steps in

the composing process had already been completed:
1)

an overall topic has been decided

2)

the first one or several sentences have been

internally constructed and are ready to be transcribed
on paper
3)

the genre is decided:

beyond a fiction/non-fiction

breakdown is an overall thematic treatment—funny story,
adventure, mystery,

report, or recounting of a personal

event.
Nine of the twelve pieces written during the
interview sessions were titled, with eight of these
titled before the body of the writing began.

The four

pieces which the authors did not title before they wrote
had similarities both in product and process which
suggest the

importance of the title as a conceptual and

unifying element for composition.
titled her

writing,

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)

fictional piece "I Don't Know" only after I

asked her the title and she said,
the title:

Lisa

I Don't Know."

"I don't know—that's

She did not seem, while

to be controlling a piece of narrative with any

story sense or direction to it.

Instead,

the story
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appeared to have been generated as a result of Lisa
eying objects

in the room, naming them, and connecting

them with verbs to create logical, but disparate
sentences.

There was no sense of story flow, and all

events and details were of equal
Neither of Margaret's

importance.

(9 yrs.)

pieces was titled,

and they had the same quality or characteristic as
Lisa's

"I Don't Know" story:

another with all of equal

one event followed

importance.

There was no

sense of dramatic build-up or satisfying conclusion.
Margaret,

in fact,

recognized part of this weakness.

When distinguishing between good and bad writing, she
said that good writing tells about something in detail,
and

in bad writing "they write they did this and that

and this and that."

She criticized herself for not

being able to end stories,
long

stories.

coming

for continuing with extremely

Her fiction piece stopped,

to any conclusion.

at a logical point

rather than

Her non-fiction piece did end

(removal of her cast after she broke

her arm;

breaking the arm was the initial event in the

piece.)

However,

was a satisfying,
ended
and

'cause

if

she could not yet articulate that this
logical point at which to end:

I went on I wouldn't know where

I
to stop

I couldn't remember much of what happened after."

Iris's

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)

second writing,

fiction, was not

titled and lacked dramatic build-up or a story sense, as
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had Lisa's and

Margaret's untitled fiction pieces.

She

began the writing session with "I don't know what it's
gonna be called--it's just nothing."

This story ended

when she reached the bottom of the page.

This was in

strong contrast to both the non—fiction piece she wrote
during the interview session and the majority of pieces
in her writing folder, which were titled and had
continuity and story line.

This writing session was

conducted on the Friday afternoon prior to spring
vacation,

and

I suspect that vacation excitement

dominated above interest and therefore control over the
writing process and product.
For the
seemed

informants in this study, then,

the title

to be an important unifying element which aided

in the development of a coherent written product.

Those

informants who did not title their pieces wrote
relatively disjointed products.
did select titles,
general

For those informants who

the selection indicated that both the

topic and genre had been decided, and that

introductory sentences had been internally constructed.
Summary
To summarize,

these

informants shared their

ideas

about the writing process: conceptions of the composing
process,

sources of writing

ideas, distinctions between

good and bad writing, distinctions between child and
adult writing, use of illustrations, and the development
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of the title.

Several developmental threads wove

through their conceptions.
referent unit;
word.

First was the size of the

for the youngest informants, this was the

They thought about the next word during

composing;

adults wrote and spelled their words better

than children;

bad writing contained bad words.

The

oldest informants referred to overall theme and story
when talking about composing.

Their analysis of the

differences between adult and child writing, and good
and bad writing,

involved this broader spectrum.

The second main thread was the development of their
ideas from the concrete to the abstract.
evidenced

This was

in both the sources of ideas, and the uses of

illustration.

The children,

regardless of age, cited

similar sources of ideas, although the older ones could
rely on both greater experience and better memory stores
to produce a larger pool,

as well as using

imagination.

The younger children needed concrete, visible cues which
they would draw if they didn't exist in the writing
environment; whereas the older children could use their
imaginations for

ideas, and used the process,

rather

than the product, of drawing as a time in which to
develop new ideas.

While there was a change with age

over

idea or writing element and degree

the size of an

of abstractness, these informants did not conceive of
the process of writing

itself as changing.
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Among all
an

informants,

the selection of a title was

important step in writing and seemed to serve as an

advance organizer or unifying element for the overall
composing process.

The title also indicated that the

informants had already done a certain amount of
organization and goal-setting for their writing.

Writing Fiction and Non-Fiction

What are the informants'

conceptions and practices

in writing fiction and non-fiction?

In this section,

research findings are presented which answer this
question,

through describing first the informants'

conceptions of writing fiction and non-fiction, and then
their writing practices.

The informants'

writing are addressed topically;

conceptions of

the practices are

addressed through the presentation of an individual
writing profile for each informant.
Conceptions of Writing Fiction and Non-Fiction
The

informants clearly viewed fiction and

non-fiction as different entities.

Eleven of the twelve

said they preferred writing fiction to non-fiction, and
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.),

far as to prefer

the sole dissenter, did not go so

fiction;

rather he liked writing both.

During our writing sessions, eight of the informants
chose to begin with fiction.

Three who chose to begin
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with non-fiction volunteered their reasons.
yrs.

2 itio.)

,

Zelda

(8

who had the night before remembered the

frightening "almost drowning" experience said,

"I just

thought I'd write this, just thinking about last night.
The time invented

it."

Scott started with non-fiction

because he had just finished a fiction story in his
class, and he liked to alternate.

Iris

(10 yrs.

gave this reason for starting with non-fiction:
eat,

3 mo.)
"When I

I don't like the mushrooms in the tofu and all that

junk.

I eat it first,

so when I leave the table I won't

go off with a sour taste in my mouth--same here.
to write what

I like

I don't like first."

Informants gave the following reasons for
preferring to write fiction:
Lisa

(6 yrs.

Graham

3 mo.)—"They're funnier."

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)—"They're funner, you can write

whatever you want."
William

(7 yrs.

3 mo.)—"You can make up more stories

than you can true."
John

(7 yrs.

4 mo.)--"They're funner, you can make it up

and you don't have to look through books."
Joan

(7 yrs.

Zelda

9 mo.)—"You can think of your own

(8 yrs.

2

mo.)—"More

things that are funny.
Hunter

(8 yrs.

10

fun to write about

You can make

mo.)—"You

it as you go along."

fun,

ideas."

it up.

can think of more ideas, do
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Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)--"It's like dreaming.

...

i

like dreaming."
Margaret

(9 yrs.)--"l like thinking up ideas.

have to think what and who it's about,

.

.

. You

in non-fiction

you know."
Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)—"It's more fun, you can write

about anything you want and make up anything."
Iris

(10 yrs.

better

3 mo.)--"They can be funny.

'cause

.

. they're

I don't know what's happening."

The reasons for preferring to write fiction were
fairly universal:
write

fiction is funnier,

(Lisa, Graham,

John,

and more fun to

Zelda, Joyce, and

Iris).

Age

did not seem to play a differentiating role in many of
the reasons for preferring fiction writing.
William,

John,

and Joyce all

Joan,

Zelda,

Hunter,

Graham,

Sylvia, Margaret,

liked being able to make things up and

write about whatever they chose.

The act of discovery

that occurred during the writing process was mentioned
positively by three of the older
("You can do

it as you go along"), Margaret

to think what and who
know"),
'cause

and

informants:

Iris

it's about,

Hunter
("You have

in non-fiction you

("I usually prefer writing fiction

I don't know what's happening.")

All of the

informants said they did not know their entire fiction
piece when they began writing,

so it is probable that

the act or process of discovery was important even if
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not specifically mentioned by some of the other
informants.
Informants were also vocal

in their reasons for not

liking to write non-fiction:
Lisa

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)—"You need to know a lot and

remember."
Graham

(6 yrs.

William

8 mo.)—"You need to write exact things."

(7 yrs.

3 mo.)—"You need to think of all the

different things you do."
John

(7 yrs.

4 mo.)--"You need to look through books and

find out dates."
Joan

(7 yrs.

Zelda

9 mo.)--"You can't use your own

(8 yrs.

You know all
Hunter

ideas."

2 mo.)—"It can be hard to remember.

.

.

.

that's going to happen."

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)—"You already know everything

beforehand."
Sylvia

(8 yrs.

Margaret

10 mo.)--"You need to remember."

(9 yrs.)—"You know what happened and you don't

have to think what it was."
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)—"You don't want to change and most

of them aren't funny."
Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)--"You can't just make something up

because it needs to be true."
Iris

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)--"Non-fiction is yucky 'cause you

already know what's going to happen."
The reasons informants chose for not liking
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non-fiction were similar, and

indicated dissatisfaction

the sense of stasis and non—involvement they
perceived as part of non-fiction:

in non-fiction one

needs to know and remember a lot of facts
William,

John,

Zelda,

happened

(Graham,

Sylvia);

Joan,

Scott,

what's going to happen

(Lisa,

you can't change what
Joyce); you already know

(Zelda, Hunter, Margaret,

Iris).

The act of discovery important in fiction, and the fact
of non-discovery which marred non-fiction for these
children was more clearly delineated by the older
informants.
None of the

informants expressed the idea that

non-fiction could be an interpretive process and/or
product.
process,
ended.

It was purely a recording and reporting
and once a topic was selected,

self-involvement

The non-fiction writer records facts

sequentially,
Non-fiction,

and all

facts have equal weight and value.

therefore, does not seem to offer the sense

of self-expression or creative experience that fiction
does.
There were several succinct descriptions of the
differences between fiction and non-fiction.
to Lisa

(6 yrs.

3 mo.),

According

"For true stories, you need to

know a lot.

For made-up, you think things up."

Joan

9 mo.):

(7 yrs.

and all

From

"A made up story is like a rabbit

the other animals talked.

In real life they
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don't talk.

A report is if they don't talk and you tell

what they look like."

And from Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.):

"You dream on fiction stories, and you remember on true
stories."

These illustrate what seems to be the general

assumption that fiction is creative, and non-fiction is
reporting the facts with no

interpretation or

insertion

of self allowed.
The

informants also had clear-cut opinions as to

which form of writing was easier,
non-fiction.

fiction or

What they selected as easier was often not

what they preferred to write;
opposite was the case.

in fact, often the

That something was easy to write

was not a reason given for preferring to write it.
Lisa

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)--Fiction was easier.

"You just

think and write."
Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)—Fiction was easier.

"You can

write whatever you want."
William

(7 yrs.

3 mo.)—Fiction was easier.

"You just

have to think something up and write it."
John

(7 yrs.

4 mo.)--Fiction was easier.

"You don't

need to find all these books and you can make it up."
Joan

(7 yrs.

9 mo.)--Fiction was easier.

"You don't

need to go to the library."
Zelda
up,

(8 yrs.

2 mo.)--Fiction was easier.

"You make it

and don't have to remember."
II

Hunter

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)--Non-fiction was easier.
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'cause you know what happened."
Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)—Fiction was easier.

"You can

change details and don't have to stick to the facts."
Margaret

(9 yrs.)—Non-fiction was easier.

"You know

what happened and don't have to think what it was."
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)—Fiction was easier.

"You get

confused with reports."
Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)--Non-fiction was easier.

"You

know what's happening and when."
Iris

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)—Fiction was easier.

"You can

write it in your own words."
Before the writing sessions, the six youngest
informants said fiction was easier to write because you
could write whatever you wanted, and didn't have to
remember or do research.
however,
Zelda

Lisa

(8 yrs.

(6 yrs.
2 mo.)

After both writing sessions,

3 mo.) , Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.) , and

all decided that the non-fiction

stories they wrote had been easier than their fiction
pieces, because they knew a lot about their topics.

My

assessment of their writing processes coincided with
their new conceptions;

it certainly appeared that they

had an easier time with non-fiction than with their
fiction pieces.

(In the writing of fiction,

they became

distracted easily, would start digressive conversations,
complain about how hard

it was, etc.

happen with non-fiction.)

This did not
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The six older
picture.
Joyce

Hunter

(10 yrs.

informants presented a different

(8 yrs.

1 mo.)

10 mo.), Margaret

(9 yrs.), and

all felt that non-fiction was

easier because they already knew what had happened.
Iris

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)

and Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)felt

fiction was easier because they could change things and
write them in their own words.
felt reports were confusing,
easier.

Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)

and therefore fiction was

An analysis of differences of perceptions of

the relative

difficulty of fiction and non-fiction

suggests that the differences are age related and due to
differences

in memory development.

The six youngest

informants all said non-fiction was difficult because
you had
Graham

to remember things.
(6 yrs.

When Lisa

8 mo.), and Zelda

(6 yrs.

(8 yrs.

2 mo.)

3 mo.),
chose

topics that were readily available to them in memory,
the non-fiction writing process became easier to them.
They didn't know that before writing, because they had
not yet chosen topics, and did not have the ability to
plan that the older

informants had developed.

Conceivably, many topics were less immediately available
from memory,

and they did not yet know what those topics

\fjQZQf

or could not plan ahead that much.

older

informants.

Hunter

(8 yrs.

yrs.),

and Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)

easier

for

the opposite reason:

Among the

10 mo.), Margaret

(9

said non-fiction was
you already knew what
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happened.

So access to and control over memory, and a

larger pool of

information in memory that comes with age

and experience contributes to whether fiction or
non-fiction is easier to write.
The

informants in this study showed a strong

preference for writing fiction, both because it was more
enjoyable, and because they had an opportunity, with
fiction,

to create and use their own ideas.

not feel

that non-fiction, whether personal journal or

report type,

They did

afforded them the same opportunity:

non-fiction was a statement of the facts and the
writer's primary function was to record the facts.
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)

was the only informant who began to

treat non-fiction as a potentially creative form by
being selective in his choice of material about which to
write a non-fiction piece,
his source of
informants'

information.

writing,

and

in critically assessing

An examination of the

through writing profiles, can

provide more information on their conceptions and
practices of writing

fiction and non-fiction.

Practices of Writing Fiction and Non-Fiction
Most striking
differences
each

in this examination were the

in control over the composing processes that

informant demonstrated for fiction and non-fiction.

Descriptions of the composing sessions of nine
informants will be presented first.

Then, more detailed
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descriptions will be presented for the remaining three
informants:
selected

Zelda,

John, and Scott,

These three were

for more detailed presentations for the

following reasons,

Zelda and John both demonstrated

very obvious differences in amount of control they
seemed to have over the writing process,

Zelda was

considerably more at ease with writing non-fiction.
John,

For

non-fiction seemed extremely unwieldy, and

fiction, a well-polished process and product,

Scott

seemed to be the master of both fiction and non-fiction.
He

is included because of the uniqueness_of his writing

choices,

and his well-formulated strategies within the

writing process.
The writing products of the composing sessions for
all

informants are located

when non-standard or
corrected for

in Appendix B,

invented

Spelling,

in the original, has been

the sake of clarity.

Original punctuation

and paragraphing have been retained,
Lisa

(6 yrs,

piece, during our

3 mo,)

wrote "I Don't Know", a fiction

first writing session.

She paused and

hedged

for several minutes before actually beginning to

write.

She titled her story only after I asked her the

title,

and she replied,

"I don't know,"

This story

incorporated many objects visible in the interview room
into a single run-on sentence, with no thematic
connection.

An

item was included when and because it
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was focused on visually.

She often broke from her

writing with a digression that bore no relationship to
the writing.

Lisa appeared to have much more control

over her non-fiction writing.

This was "The Courtney

Story", a description of things she did with her friend
Courtney.

She developed a title right away and

immediately wrote her non-fiction piece with very few
stopping points.

When she did digress,

it was to talk

about something related to the story topic.

While her

sentence structures for fiction and non-fiction were
similar

(we did this and then we did this and then we

did this),

she punctuated her non-fiction piece with

periods, and used only one period, at the end of the
story,

in fiction.

Lisa said she liked to write funny

stories, which in the case of fiction seemed to mean
thinking of familiar objects and associating them in
unusual ways.

In non-fiction,

that was fun to do.

funny meant something

Drinking hot chocolate,

for

example, was funny in the non-fiction context.
Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)

wrote "The Bugs Bunny Story",

fiction, during the first writing session.
title,

He wrote the

and then drew a picture and numbered the page.

When he began writing, he spelled words out loud as he
wrote them.

He appeared to have difficulty both getting

started and, once he got started, maintaining writing
momentum.

He would stop frequently, appear agitated.
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and say,

"Oh, boy,

I can't think,

and "Now what should I write?"

I just can't think,"

Each of the three pages

of "The Bugs Bunny Story" was illustrated, and the
illustration was made during the writing.

At various

points during the writing, Graham would return to an
illustration and elaborate on it.

At the end of the

fiction session, Graham decided on the topic for his
non-fiction piece.

"The Miss Davis Story" was written

about one of his teachers.
title he wrote,

and then had no more illustrations in

the non-fiction.
pauses.

He drew a picture below the

He began writing, and wrote without

His thinking out loud consisted of saying whole

words and phrases before he wrote them.

He indicated he

selected both topics because they were familiar and he
liked them.

His behavior suggested that he was far more

in charge or control of the non-fiction writing session
than fiction.
William

(7 yrs.

3 mo.), too, appeared to have more

control over non-fiction than fiction, as evidenced
primarily by his command over endings from a thematic
viewpoint.

He wrote fiction first;

William Story"

"The Bunny and

in which he got a pet rabbit.

several minutes laboring over the title,
words out loud as he wrote them.
he could end his
after counting

fiction piece,

He spent

and spelled

He kept asking me when
and finally ended

lines and deciding that it was long

it
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enough.

with non-fiction, William sat down and within a

few seconds said,

"Okay,

l just thought of one—'The

William Story'."

He wrote the title, and began writing

the story,

saying words, not spelling them, out loud as

he wrote.

This piece was a long description of

diffsi^snt things he liked to do.
he wrote "the end" and handed

He did not pause until

it to me,

saying,

"Here,

done." He ended his non-fiction piece because he wanted
it to end at a certain point. ' Content, rather than
length,

was the determinant.

Joan

(7 yrs.

approached

9 mo.)

was the only informant who

fiction and non-fiction in much the same way.

Essentially, both of the pieces she wrote during the
course of the study were reports.
"Dracula", was called fiction.
piece,

Her first piece,

In this, she titled the

and thought about what the main character looked

like and wrote that.

Then she thought about what the

character did,

and wrote that.

she explained,

"I know a lot about Dracula,

about that."
session,
think

After she had finished,

At the beginning of our second writing

Joan said,

"Oh,

I know lots about birds.

I'll do about the cardinal."

and began writing,
"The End".

so I wrote

For both pieces

She titled the page

and didn't stop until she had written

She described

character looked

I

like,

in this piece what the main

then what the main character did.

in this study,

Joan reported or recorded
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what she already knew.

According to Joan, because

Dracula was a fictional character,
would be fictional as well.
sessions,

a report about him

During the interview

Joan talked primarily about writing reports

and using books or factual

information in all of her

writing.
Hunter's

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

first piece, non-fiction,

was "Baseball",

about his brother's progress through

Little League.

Hunter started the composing session by

saying,

"It's about baseball and my brother.

It's

true."

He said most of what he then wrote in the first

half of the piece to me before writing a word.

While

writing, he said each word out loud as he wrote it.
the end of the page:
for this story.

"There.

That's all

At

I can think of

That's the end of the story."

Hunter

explained that he knew all of his non-fiction piece from
the beginning and just had to write it "in order."
Fiction, however, was different.

It was several

minutes before Hunter was able to come up with a topic
or

title for his fiction piece.

"Let's see--what should

it be called?

I can't think of a name.

I'll just call

it

'Weekends'."

It's hard to.

The story was about

Hunter's trophy-winning performance in hockey.

He wrote

the bulk of the story, a single, extremely long run-on
sentence,

then read

it out loud.

He then went on to

write the last sentence and say,

"I guess that's the
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end.

Only in this final sentence did the story title

come into the story at all.

He said he knew the main

topic of his fiction piece when he started, but not the
details.
Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

began her first writing

session with "First I'll think up a title."

She thought

of one, and wrote "The Green Doll" at the top of her
paper.

"Now I have to think what it's about."

She said

several sentences which described how she was going to
start it,

and then did so.

She decided on characters

first, and then what would happen.

Out loud, she would

ask herself questions about what event to write next:
"What should the doll do next?
with the dolls?

Kill something?

Tear apart the room?

Should she do

something and then go back where she was put?
should

I pick?

Play

Which one

I want the doll to tear apart the room

and then sit back in the chair." After she asked, and
answered,
event.

her question,

she would then write about that

This fiction piece became a reworking of a ghost

story that Sylvia had heard.

While Sylvia demonstrated

considerable control over both fiction and non-fiction,
there was some difference in timing of strategies.
fiction,

For

she thought of a title and wrote it, then

decided what the story would be about.

For non—fiction,

she went through the same question, presentation of
choices,

and decision cycle that she had for fiction.
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but at an earlier point,
composing session.

right at the beginning of the

"What do you think

Let's see, what happened to my family?
about my brother's arm.
my hamster died.
about."

.

.

.

I should write?
i already wrote

There's a short story about how
i guess that's what I'll write

She gave a detailed verbal description of the

event before beginning to write "How My Hamster Died".
Margaret

(9 yrs.)

was the only informant who did

not title either of the pieces composed during the
sessions under study.
"bed to bed"
came home,
outside.

Her first piece was a fictional

story of a little girl who took a walk,

ate lunch, played

in her room, and went

It took Margaret several minutes to begin this

fiction piece and one of her first concerns was to get
the opening words down:

"It may be about

[long pause]

girl who had a cat and I'll probably start it
there was a girl'."

to cue herself,

what she did,"

'Once

While writing, Margaret would say

phrases before writing them,
out loud

a

and also use the talking

"I should probably tell about

This fiction piece,

like the fiction

pieces in her writing folder, did not have a developed
plot but seemed rather a string of unrelated events.
Her non-fiction piece was a chronicle of breaking her
arm.
had

She began

it much more easily and quickly than she

fiction, and then both the fiction and non-fiction

processes seemed similarly paced.

Unlike fiction.
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Margaret ended her non-fiction at a logical conclusion
point.

However,

she could not, when asked why she ended

the story where she did, articulate that this was a
logical conclusion point because it was the conclusion
of an event,
Joyce's

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)

first writing, a fiction

story entitled "The Sunset Boat", was an elaborate
adventure fantasy set on a distant island.
the writing session began,
detailed story.

she told me the entire,

long,

To actually begin writing, she

hesitated because,
where or when?"

As soon as

"I don't know how—do

I start it

She then set the scene in writing by

describing the setting and characters before getting
into the action.

Prior to writing, Joyce had developed

the entire story line orally.

She did change the story

somewhat during the actual writing, but was aware of
where and when she was changing:

"So they packed up all

their stuff to take and got all ready to go, but the
boat's gone and they're sad.

I'm gonna change it a

littlfe from the way I told you."

For non-fiction, Joyce

had considerably more trouble getting started,
know what to write about,
went to another school.

Hm-m-m.

"I don't

Maybe about when I

Or getting divorced.

my cousin,

I can't think.

It's hard.

my friend.

How long does it have to be?"

Or about

I'll do it about
This piece

was entitled "Stephanie" and was about a classmate.

She
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began, as

in fiction, by describing the character.

During the writing,

Joyce stopped frequently with

unrelated diversions:

showing me how her father signed

his name, how she made capital letters.
Joyce had demonstrated

The control

in her fiction writing was not

evident during this session.
Iris

(10 yrs.

3 mo.)

wrote non-fiction first.

After some groping for a topic,
This is true."

she said,

"Oh!

I know!

She then told me the whole story.

Iris

had the entire non-fiction piece in mind before
beginning to write;
end,

she knew where it would begin and

and what would come in the middle.

"The Woogabooga

Monster" was about being afraid at a slumber party, and
was written without any pauses or diversions.
on the other hand,
began with,

Fiction,

seemed vague and non-directed.

Iris

"I'm gonna write about--I don't know what

it's gonna be called.

It's just nothing."

She wrote a

short story about falling and breaking her arm.
(Margaret, who sat next to

Iris in the classroom, had

just written her true story about breaking her arm.)
She paused

frequently while developing a story line, and

digressed during the writing several times.

As noted

elsewhere in this examination, this writing session was
held on the Friday afternoon preceding spring vacation,
and

the timing may well have influenced Iris's interest

and

therefore control over the writing process and
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product.
The writing experiences of Zelda, John, and Scott
examined

in greater depth to demonstrate the

differences these
of writing

individual writers showed

in control

fiction and non-fiction.

Zelda

(8 yrs.

2 mo.)

wrote "Almost Drowning", her

non-fiction piece, during our first writing session.
She began
aunt's.

immediately.

"l know, something I did at my

What shall the title be?

Almost Drowning,"

Drowning.

and she began to write.

Almost.

For Zelda,

composing out loud during non-fiction consisted of
saying phrases before writing them,

then spelling out

loud some of the words as she wrote them.
pauses,

There were no

and she wrote straight through to the

conclusion.

She had thought about this event the night

before and remembered, prior to writing, most of the
details she would

include.

In rereading the story out

loud and recounting the details to me, she thought of
one more event to put

in the story

the water), which she added.

(Her getting back in

Her only overt judgment

came while rereading the introductory sentence
upon a time"):

"I don't know why I wrote that,

that's for a made up story."

("Once
'cause

She also mentioned,

accurately, a general weakness in her stories,
"Sometimes when

I write stories

Fiction, however,

I have too much 'ands'".

seemed to pose considerably more
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problems:
I don't know what to write.

Am I

supposed to think out loud?

Okay, what

shall
call

I call
it.

it?

I don't know what to

I know,

it's the one about the

crack in the wall.
that.

Urn,

should

l guess I'll write
I write my name?

don't know what to write though.
I

see the crack in the wall.

the title.

Should I write it?

know what to write.

I think

So that's
I don't

This is the only

problem that I have with stories.
never know what to write.
in the wall,

I

Urn,

I

the crack

I think I'm going to write a

book.
All

this came before she wrote a single word on paper.

During the writing of fiction,
about how long
I

Zelda asked me questions

it had to be, how things were spelled,

thought something would be good

questions did not arise

in the story.

if

These

in her non-fiction writing.

She

did not seem to have the same ownership or control she
exhibited during her non-fiction writing.

For example,

she would say something that indicated what she would
write next,
"No,

no,

and

no!"

then negate what she had just said with,
This happened several times within the

course of the writing, and even several times at one
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specific place:
Friday? No,
yeah,
to

Tuesday.

Saturday.

it—no,

"And the janitor said I'll fix

no,

.

.

No,
.

no!"

no, no,

Sunday.

No,

it on
Saturday,

And Saturday he didn't get around
Her fiction story,

"The Crack in

the Wall", ended as soon as Zelda had filled one page
with writing.

In rereading this story,

observation was that it was short.
enlarge on it,

Zelda's major

She did not want to

nor could she explain why the story ended

when it did.
It appeared to me that Zelda had an appreciation
for

interesting stories in that she selected titles

carefully, but she could not yet develop stories in
keeping with the titles.

For example,

she kept

mentioning "Years and Years of Walking Ears and Tears"
as a story she wanted to write, but had no idea of what
it would or could be about.
the Wall"

in a class

Similarly,

"The Crack in

in which mysteries are popular

suggested something beyond a girl finding a crack in the
wall and the school janitor
mentioned

fixing it.

She had

the title "The Crack in the Wall" during our

first writing session as a story she wanted to write,
but the session in which she did write it did not
suggest that she had given any prior thought to possible
settings,

story line, or characterization.

non-fiction,

on the other hand,

bulk of what she would

In

she had determined the

include in the piece before the
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writing session even began.
If

Zelda was more at ease writing non-fiction than

fiction,

John

picture.

(7 yrs.

4 mo.)

presented an opposite

John wrote "The Martian Man", his fiction

piece, during our first writing session.

It took him

only a few seconds to say "I got to write down the
title,"

and do so.

His initial thinking out loud

consisted of whispering letters as he wrote them.

By

the second sentence, he said whole words, either before
or while writing them.
said entire sentences,

By the middle of the story, he
then wrote them.

But what he

said encompassed far more than merely an oral
transcription of his writing.

Much of it seemed to

serve as a guidepost for what he needed to do next.
After telling me something he wanted to put in the story
he would say "I gotta write that down" or, pausing after
writing,

"I gotta think of a weird planet now."

this sentence as he was writing
'wrong'

in their own language."

to himself,

it:

"Everybody said

He then paused and said

"Why would they say 'wrong'

even know what she was doing?"

He read

if they didn't

He sighed and went on,

"Well, he probably knew it was wrong, whatever
'cause nothing would just s-s-s-s-s."

it was,

After more than

twenty minutes of intense, non-digressing writing and
talking,
now. "

John said,

"That's all

I can think of to write

This was not the conclusion of the story;

rather
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it was the conclusion of the writing session.

John put

the story in his writing folder to finish later.

He

remained on-task during the entire writing session,
despite the fact that there was an enormous amount of
ambient noise and distraction throughout the session.
He appeared to be concentrating heavily on his piece,
and was very involved

in creating

it.

John's second writing session, non-fiction, was in
dramatic contrast to this.
before he wrote anything,

It was at least five minutes
and this pre-writing time was

filled with an almost whining commentary:
know.

.

.

.1 have to have books,

everything right.
paper.

.

.

It just is.

not by writing.

I want to get

Skiing is hard to tell about on

I don't want to write.

"Should

that's true?"

if

You gotta learn by watching people,

know what to write.
sighed.

.

too,

"I don't

..."

...

I don't

He banged the table and

I write about a story my Dad told me

He proceeded to tell and write a very

short story "When My Uncle Dove Through the Ice".
filled only half a page,

It

and John apparently felt this

was not long enough, as he went on:
J:

Can I write about something

No,

don't want to write about that.

It's just a

snowball

interesting about

it.
N:

I did yesterday?

fight.

There's nothing

I can't think of anything else.

What happened

in your snowball

fight?

I
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Oh, nothing.
sandpit.

We just threw snowballs.

[He tells an animated story of a dramatic

snowball

fight involving chases with 'big'

fighting with shields.]
I tell

in my

But

kids and

I can't write it.

Can

it?

Why don't you try to write part of it?
I don't know how.
writes.]

Oh, okay.

[He reads as he

'Yesterday I had a snowball fight.'

don't know what else to write.
I just can't.

I

I can't write it.

I can't write anything else,

I don't

know.
You told me some great things about that snowball
f ight.
It's too hard to write because all we did was have
a snowball

fight and fell

into the pit.

[He goes

back into an animated description of the fight.]
What part can you write about?
Maybe the ambush or the pit but I don't want to
write all

that

'cause I don't think

I can.

Why don't you try some.
Okay.

'We did an ambush on them and

the cheek and
can.

fell

into the pit.'

I got hit in

That's all

[He makes an enormous period after

I

'pit'.]

What else happens?
Two kids had a sword fight?

[He writes that

, then

writes another sentence to fill the rest of the
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page,]
Yeah.

That's all

I can write.

Is that enough?

Because that's all that happened.

There's

itiore stuff, but it's not that interesting.
John,

in this example, appeared to have great difficulty

getting from a recollection of personal action and
reality to print.

He told his story orally with ease,

and his fiction piece demonstrated that writing per se
was not a problem.

The problem seemed to lie in

translating his own reality into writing.

His first

attempt at non-fiction was recording a true story his
father had told him; his father, then, could serve as
the translator of reality,

and John needed only to

transfer his father's words to paper.
necessary to transfer action to paper.
have an accurate self-assessment:
books,

It was not
John seemed to

"I've got to have

or a TV camera—that's the stuff I have to have."

Fiction, on the other hand,

is already removed from

personal,

What John said out loud

active realiity.

during the non-fiction piece was said to me and
complaints about not being able to write.

involved

What he said

out loud during fiction was said to himself and served
as guidelines for his writing process.
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)

was selected for an in-depth

examination not because he demonstrated,
John, and most of the other

like Zelda,

informants, greater ease and

control with one kind of writing than another.

Rather,
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Scott appeared to have control and mastery over both
fiction and non-fiction.

He is included because the

strategies and products were very different.
explained,
^

As Scott

"I go about true and fiction differently.

i read part of a book and write ideas down,

some more, write some more,
think of a rocket
outer space),

,

,

,

In

read

If it's fiction,

I

(He had recently completed a story on

think of a title, when I get an idea of

how to start it, write it down, think of second, write
it down,

then third,

of it all

fourth,

fifth.

Sometimes I think

in order and then write down a.whole lot of it

at once,"
He was the only one of the twelve informants to use
a book during our writing sessions,
the

even though most of

interviews were conducted in a small room directly

off the library and the children had easy access to the
books,

Scott selected a book on earthquakes and

proceeded as he had said,
start,

I need to write a sentence first,

following pages contain
I

like that sentence,

report,"

"I'll think of a way to
'The

information about earthquakes,'
I used

it before in another

He wrote the sentence and then consulted the

book before writing the next sentence.

The first

paragraph of this piece was very similar to the book,
with only one or two words per sentence changed to avoid
direct plagiarism.

After writing

'This is an example of
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an earthquake'

Scott announced, "Now I'm going to go

into the facts."
this point.

Both his process and product changed
He became much more selective about what

from the book would be included.

Whereas he had

accepted the stilted language of the initial description
in the book as adequate and,

in fact, almost copied it

directly, he no longer accepted the book as necessarily
correct.

He questioned both the accuracy and clarity of

the text.
closely,

What he wrote no longer mirrored the book so
and his sentence structure,

style, and

vocabulary became much more in keeping with his other
writing and speaking.

Scott appeared to be beginning to

view non-fiction as a possibly interpretive process,
rather

than a transcription of all known facts and

details about a topic.

This awareness was not seen

during the non-fiction writing sessions of any of the
other

informants in this study.
For

fiction,

adventure"

story.

Scott wrote a "choose your own
This genre is currently popular with

children and affords them, as readers, with
opportunities to select a variety of plot options and
control over the outcome of the story.

To write this

kind of story requires keeping several plot lines in
mind at the same time, which in turn requires a high
degree of control and organization.

Scott did not

appear confused by the demands placed on a writer of
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this type of story.

This selection of genre is

particularly interesting given Scott's reason for saying
fiction is easier to write:
Like his report formula,

reports are confusing.

Scott seemed to have developed

a formula to produce this story with a minimum of
confusion.
wrote it,

He set the beginning scene for the story and
then established two possible branches. He

followed one of those branches through to a variety of
possible conclusions,
through to

following each possible choice

its possible conclusions.

He then went back

to the the other possible branch and followed it to its
several possible conclusions.
branches,

While writing some of the

Scott was thinking ahead and formulating what

would happen

in later branches.

writing one of the early events
crossing the road), he said,

For example, while
(the band of deer

"And now I already got an

idea for the ending--the winning one.
be one where you can go and win.

There's going to

You race past the

finish line and everyone comes to your car--something
like that—I haven't really got all of it yet but it's
gonna be around

that."

Scott's composing out loud

focused on directions to himself to keep in control of
the various flows of the story:
about how to do this.

...

"Now I gotta think

I gotta think about how to

make

it so you see a cliff but you're going too fast.

.

Now,

.

what page do

I have to do?"

These were

.

L
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primarily questions about how to manipulate or maneuver
the story,

and not about what to write.

For both non-fiction and fiction,

Scott clearly

had strategies and formulas to develop compositions
which could be very different in nature, but still
relied on organization and breaking writing units
(ideas,

factual concepts, or, as in "The Race", varying

story lines)

into small, manageable pieces.

Summary
All of the

informants demonstrated that writing was

a process of creating and organizing.

They also

demonstrated that they could exercise varying amounts
and kinds of control over this process.
examination,
whether

In this

the overriding variable seemed to be

they were writing fiction or non-fiction.

observation is reinforced by the informants'

This

clear

delineations between fiction and non-fiction when
talking about writing preferences, and notions of
whether one form of writing was easier or more difficult
than the other.

However,

since writers composed one

fiction and one non-fiction piece in this study,
generalizations should be made guardedly.

It is likely

that some contextual variables intervened:

Iris writing

fiction two hours before spring vacation and being
disinterested
example.

in both the process and the product,

Further, Gourley

(1984)

has argued

for
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convincingly for the value of "thick descriptions" and
individual learning profiles which emphasize the
richness, diversity, and complexity of children's
learning.

In addition to describing some of these

learning profiles, this study has shown that individual
writers can and do approach the writing process with
different levels of control.

An investigation of the

variables which influence that control

is a topic for

further research.

Verbal Planning and Inner Speech

What evidence of verbal planning and inner speech
exists withing the observable writing process?
section,

In this

research findings are presented which answer

this question,

through examples of verbal planning done

in composing aloud,

and by informant-report of

conceptions of inner speech.
Verbal Planning in Composing Aloud
During our composing sessions, many children asked
themselves questions or stated what they would be doing
next, using "thinking out loud" as a planning tool.
Lisa

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)

did not do so.

She would say words

or phrases as she wrote them, but do no oral planning.
Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)

would say,

"Now what should I

write?" pause for a few seconds, go "Oh,

I know,

and
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proceed to write again, a word or a phrase at a time.
His oral prompting stopped with these questions;
answers to them remained
would tell,

internal.

(7 yrs.

4 mo.)

not ask, what he was going to do next when

he was writing fiction:
planet.

John

the

I got it.

"I gotta think of a weird

Tomato Juicel”

For non-fiction,

which caused John so much trouble, there was no verbal
planning.

His "thinking out loud" consisted of saying

some words as he was writing them.
Joan

(7 yrs.

9 mo.)

or thinking, out loud.
non-fiction,
topic]",

she said,

For both fiction,and
"I think I'll write about

and then do so.

she appeared stuck,
resumed writing.

did not do any real composing,

[the

When she came to a place where

she went,

When Zelda

"Hm-m-m," paused, and then
(8 yrs.

2 mo.)

was writing

her non-fiction piece,

she said and spelled out words as

she was writing them.

For fiction,

she did more.

As

she was saying out loud what phrase she might write
next,

she would say either "Yeah," or "no, no, no" to

indicate whether or not it would be included
story.

Hunter

planning.
topic

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

in her

did very little oral

He started by naming, out loud, either the

(non-fiction)

or the title

(fiction)

of his piece.

Primarily, he said words as he was writing them.

At one

point in his first piece he paused and said, "Let's
see," before continuing with his writing.
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Sylvia
cues,

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

used a lot of oral planning

particularly in writing fiction.

first writing session with,
title.

What should

'The Green Doll'.
about.

She began her

"First I'll think up a

I write about?

I'm going to call it

Now I have to think what it’ll be

I'm thinking about how to start it out.

One day

a girl went to a store and bought a green doll.

I guess

I'll write that."

Throughout her writing,

she asked

questions and answered them out loud, and then wrote,
based on her answers.

In non-fiction,

she did not ask

so many questions, but would tell me part of the story,
then say she was going to write it.

For example, "I'm

going to write what I just said to you, then I don't
know what I'll write."
prompts or planning
writing.

Margaret

(9 yrs.)

in the beginning of her fiction

"She lived—where did she live?" and "I should

probably tell about what she did."
writing, however,

Once she got started

she just said words or phrases out

loud as she was writing them.
used

used verbal

That was the process she

throughout her non-fiction piece.
Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.),

in non-fiction,

what action he needed to take next:
way to start.

said out loud

"I'll think of a

I need to write a sentence first.

'The

following pages contain information about earthquakes.
I

like that sentence.

report."

After writing

I used

it before in another

it, he went on,

"Now I’m going
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to go into the facts."

In writing his multi-branched

fiction piece, he also used composing out loud for
planning.

This planning, while including actions as his

non-fiction planning had done, also focused on planning
ideas.

"I'm gonna probably put

starting gun,

and you race.'

hill very fast.
that you run

No,

planned her

water.

I'm gonna put

into a band of deers crossing the road and
Later,

to make it so you see a cliff.

cues for

Okay, you climb up the

I don't like that.

that slows you down."

mo.)

'the official blowing

ideas,

"I gotta think about how
.

.

"

Joyce

(10 yrs.

1

fiction piece with the help of verbal
"I'm gonna have him get her some ocean

I don't know where I should go from there.

Oh,

the next day the boy goes out to do his regular chores.
.

.

.

"

In non-fiction,

Joyce complained that she

didn't know what "thinking out loud" meant,
went on to say,
and

"Now I'm going to write that Stephanie

I are going to my grandparents."

mo.)

and then

Iris

(10 yrs.

3

recounted her entire non-fiction event before

beginning

to write it.

When she did write it,

she

merely said words and phrases as she wrote them.
fiction,

she stopped after she had written the first

sentence.
that

"What should I do?

[a large shelf]

It has to be made up.

fell on me I'd be dead," she then

went on to write that the shelf fell on her hand.
Iris,

For

too,

used verbal planning to plan ideas in

So

If
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fiction, but did not go through this kind of planning
with her non-fiction writing.
The older

informants seemed better able to use

extensive verbal planning cues.
Scott,

Joyce,

and

Sylvia, Margaret,

Iris all used "thinking out loud" to

plan and develop what they would write about next.
Further,

informants seemed to use verbal planning cues

more extensively in fiction than in non-fiction.
Zelda,

Sylvia, Margaret, and

cues more for
ideas.

fiction,

John,

Iris used verbal planning

and used them to plan and develop

In non-fiction, planning seemed directed toward

strategies of action.

The younger

informants used

"thinking out loud" either to say words as they wrote
them,

or to answer single questions.

Conceptions of Inner Speech
The majority of informants felt that composing out
loud was difficult.

Older

informants expressed an

awareness that whatever went on in their heads before
writing was somehow not exactly the same as what was
written down, and therefore the process was confusing.
The younger children,

on the other hand,

seemed to feel

that composing out loud was a difficult motor task.
They seemed

to

feel

they were directly transcribing from

their heads to paper.
"Trying

Lisa

(6 yrs.

3 mo.)

felt that

to think and move my lips at the same time and

holding a pencil at the same time—it's pretty hard.
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Graham

(6 yrs.

8 mo.)

concurred;

"It’s hard to move

your pencil and move your mouth."

This is, of course,

consistent with Vygotsky's notion that speech moves
inner at a certain age

(around seven).

if speech has

not yet become inner, characterized by word sense and
word meaning,

then "inner" speech will be the same as

outer speech, with no abstractions or concepts involved.
Thinking out loud would be the same as talking out loud,
there would be no difference in structure or
conceptualization.
While the majority of the younger

informants had

difficulty articulating any awareness of inner speech or
pre-conscious verbal processing, several

incidents

suggested that there were pre-conscious verbal sets or
prompts influencing what an informant wrote.
yrs.

3 mo.),

for example,

in her first piece

Lisa

(6

(fiction),

constructed her story by naming concrete objects visible
in the room and attaching the object to a logical action
(logical at the sentence level).

During one of her many

digressions from writing she began singing the song,
"Five Little Monkeys".

At the end of her writing,

asked her where she had gotten her story ideas.
the concrete objects presented
a monkey,

I

All of

in the story except one,

were very closely tied to visible classroom

cues and she pointed out each one in turn.
came to the monkey in the story,

When she

she paused before
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asking,
first

.

.from my cousin's stuffed monkey?

... At

I didn't really know where the monkey came from,

it just came from my head."
remembered singing earlier,

When I asked

if she

she interrupted with "Yup,

tha^s where I got it" and started singing again.
(7 yrs.
interview,
next.

said,

3 mo.), at the conclusion of our final
"I think I'll write about basketball

I just thought of that."

He had been playing

basketball at recess immediately before the interview,
and spent the time walking from his classroom to the
interview room telling me about basketball.
he said and

Again, what

forgot may have established a pre-conscious

set or prompt.
Some of the older

informants could articulate that

something verbal or pre-verbal was happening

in their

heads which was different than what eventuated as
writing.

Margaret

(9 yrs.)

expressed with frustration,

"It's hard to say what you're thinking

'cause you don't

really know exactly what you're thinking."
9 mo.)

Joan

(7 yrs.

explained her composing process as follows:

"I

think up something and just write a title and start
writing about

it even if it's quickly in my head.

I

think of something quickly and then I just write the
title and start writing about it."
mo.),

too, described this fast,

Iris

(10 yrs.

3

fleeting experience that

Vygotsky characterized as inner speech:

"It's what you
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think of fast--it's there when you need
hear

it.

it.

you think it and write it down.

You can't

..."

iris

went on to explain that it was difficult to write and
talk at the same time,

"'cause you're reading what

you're writing and not what comes into your head.

It's

sort of what comes into your head, but not quite."
Joyce

(10 yrs.

1 mo.)

and Scott

(9 yrs.

3 mo.)

also

acknowledged that it would be hard for them to say what
they were thinking.
going on

Scott "couldn't really say what was

in my head."

what happened to her:

Sylvia

(8 yrs.

10 mo.)

explained

"You look out the^window and your

mind just, you all of a sudden don't think about the
outside anymore.

You don't even know the outside's there

anymore, you're thinking of different things.
day I decided to write what I dream and
do.

.

.

.

So one

it's just what I

You remember you're thinking that whole

sentences--and your brain is telling you to write it
down."

Her "whole sentences" may indeed refer to the

"sense of the word" which characterized Vygotsky's
concept of

inner speech.

Summary
Older

informants seemed to make more complex use of

verbal planning opportunities than younger ones, as
evidenced by their
further

"thinking out loud" examples.

They

seemed to use verbal planning opportunities in

fiction than in non-fiction.

There also seemed to be a
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developmental change in the informants'

conscious

awareness of an inner voice or verbal planning process
that somehow differed from what could ultimately be
spoken or written.

The younger children were more

concrete, and did not see discrepancies between an
interior monologue and speech or writing.
may be none for them.

But the older

Indeed,

there

informants began to

acknowledge a difference and articulate it.

Summary of Research Findings

These informants demonstrated,
general

through their

statements and their observed behaviors, that

their overall conceptions and practices in composing
were similar.

While developmentally there were two

conceptual changes,

size of the referent unit

(word/line/sentence/chapter)
concrete to the abstract,

and the shift from the

the informants'

beliefs about

the writing process itself were in concert.

They all

felt that they thought up what they were writing during
their actual writing.
Their practices bore out this belief.
begin writing with a fully formed outline.

They did not
Development

of a title was the primary observable organizational
cue:

naming a piece to be written indicated that both a

major theme and genre had been determined.

The
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composition developed as the informant was writing
writing was,
Several

in this study, clearly a composing process.
striking differences emerged

discussions about writing,
sessions.

and

in both the

in the actual composing

One concerned preferences for writing either

fiction or non-fiction.

The majority of informants said

they preferred writing fiction.
writing

it:

fiction

The preference for

involved the opportunity to invent, and

to write about whatever they wanted to write.

The

writing of fiction could be an act of discovery and
invention, of control over myriad choices.

The aversion

to non-fiction was that one needed to remember facts,
and there was no place for

individual or personal

ideas.

There was no sense of discovery in non-fiction.
However, preferring to write fiction did not
coincide with thinking fiction was easier to write.
fact,

In

the majority of the informants said that

non-fiction was easier to write.
seemed to

influence informants'

form of writing was easier.

Control over memory
decisions about which

If you could remember a lot

of facts, non-fiction was easier.
remember a lot of facts,

If you couldn't

non-fiction was more difficult.

In the actual writing sessions conducted during the
study,

informants exhibited very different degrees of

control or organization over one or the other form of
writing.

This seemed to

indicate different degrees of
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control or organization they could exert over their
knowledge base:

either the factual knowledge base they

must know and recall

for non-fiction, or a factual

knowledge base coupled with imagination or an ability to
combine the common in uncommon or inventive ways
necessary in the writing of fiction.
informants

Because the

in this study completed just one recorded

session apiece

in non-fiction and fiction writing,

drawing conclusions about the differences would be
unwarranted.

Rather,

the strength of the study lies in

documenting that these differences do,

in fact, exist,

and describing these differences in some detail.
There are, however,
that can be drawn.

important broad conclusions

For these informants, writing is a

thinking, creating process.

Through language, they plan

and carry out their writing strategies and processes, as
evidenced by their "thinking out loud."
writing,

Through

they organize their knowledge base and

inventions into original written products.
becomes a way of knowing,

Writing

and the writing process a

mirror of the organization of experience that is
learning.
The unique knowledge base and inventiveness of an
individual provide his or her "raw materials
writing

, and

facility is the tool used to shape these

materials

into written language.

This study has
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demonstrated,

through developmental contrasts, that both

the raw materials and the tool expand and develop with
age and, presumably, experience.
contrasts, as evidenced

Through individual

in the writing profiles, the

study has demonstrated that these raw materials and
tools can combine in different ways, with varying
degrees of control and facility.

It is suggested that

one of the variables that can contribute to the mesh
between tool and materials is whether the writer
writing

is

fiction or non-fiction.

Pedagogical

recommendations and directions for

further research, as well as a philosophical
perspective, will be addressed

in the following chapter.

CHAPTER

V

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this final chapter, pedagogical recommendations
and suggestions for future research are addressed.
Further, a philosophical perspective is presented,
motivated by both the assumptions which formed the basis
for the study and the findings which emerged from the
study.

Pedagogical Recommendations

Several pedagogical recommendations can be made,
based on direct findings of the study.
exhilarating

A particularly

finding of this study was that the

informants did not choose the kind of writing they liked
to do best because it was easy.

On the contrary,

the

kind of writing they preferred writing, generally
fiction, was usually perceived as being more difficult
than non-fiction.

This demonstrates the power of the

need to create and express themselves, and the energy
98
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young

learners are willing to put into their work when

it is meaningful to them.
emerge from this.

First,

Several recommendations
the need for creative

self-expression drives and motivates children, and
educational settings must meet this need through
providing a variety of channels for this
self-expression.
language arts

These channels must extend beyond the

into the broader arts spectrum.

As

educators, we must convey and convince educational
administrators and policy makers,
this need

i.e.

funders, that

for self-expression is "basic” and that

curricula which meet this need are basic as well.

In

tandem with this encouragement of self-expression must
run efforts to encourage children to form, express,
support and value their own opinions.
independent,

This effort for

interpretive thinking must cut across all

areas of the school curriculum.

Further,

since young

learners enjoy challenging, difficult work when it has
personal meaning and validity to them,

it is up to

educators to provide and encourage these opportunities,
rather than avoiding a subject or approach because it is
"too hard",or because it will be covered
grade.

An

in a later

interested child is eager to approach a

difficult but meaningful topic.

Meaningful

is the key

word here.
Only one informant,

Scott, demonstrated that the
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non-fiction writing process could be an interpretive
one.

For the others, non-fiction was a straight

reporting and recording process.

More emphasis should

therefore be given in the writing curriculum to treating
non-fiction as an interpretive process.

This

recommendation can be even more strongly stated across
curriculum lines, where subject matter or content often
drives the instruction.

We should better encourage

children to be less gullible, more discriminating
consumers of

information, and

information and
checking of

its sources.

interpretors of the
This questioning and

information and sources becomes more and

more critical with the explosion of knowledge, the wide
range of mass media

information sources, and the varying

reliability of these information sources.
Another

finding of the study was that informants

demonstrated variance in control over the writing
process

in the two writing sessions.

the topic or the genre or category,

The importance of
fiction or

non-fiction, was shown through the variance, and this
suggests that children should have wide latitude and
choices

in determining their writing topics.

have greater options,
most

When they

they can choose those topics which

interest them and therefore, as shown by the first

stated finding and recommendation, work hard and well
with challenging materials.

With more choices,

they can
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demonstrate greater control.

This recommendation goes

beyond writing and language arts instruction to other
areas of the curriculum;
in reading,

there should be ample choices

research, and project assignments.

In this study,

informants showed that the

development of a title was an important unifying element
for the overall process and product.
recommendation is to emphasize,

The obvious

for young writers,

the

development of a title and theme relatively early in the
writing process.

Since this early guidepost is so

important in the writing process,

it suggests that these

early guideposts are important in the processes during
which children are absorbing and learning new concepts
and

information.

then,

The recommendation which emerges,

is for appropriate use of advance organizers, of

thematic or conceptual guideposts during learning.

An

appropriate use of advance organizers might include
outlining, before reading or studying,
important topics,
presented.

ideas, or facts that will be

During early learning,

teachers and

some of the most

the suggestion is for

instructional materials to provide much of

these advance organizers, while encouraging learners to
develop their own strategies to determine overall themes
and topics of

information.

This recommendation

reinforces the earlier recommendation to encourage
children to become more discriminating consumers of
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information.
The majority of informants in this study said that
composing aloud was initially difficult, but became
easier as they did more of it.
however,
our

They did not feel,

that it was a useful process for them during

two writing sessions together:

clarifying or organizing purpose.

it served no
Rather,

it either got

in the way of their writing, or did not affect it at
all.

However, my own experience has shown that

composing aloud can be a useful

language tool.

I

conducted a teacher preparation course in which an
ongoing assignment for students was to try to compose
aloud and become as aware as possible of the existence
and make-up of inner speech.
semester,

In this case, and over a

this assignment was extremely powerful for the

participants.

It helped them become more aware of the

process of language as a tool

for organizing, creating,

and planning, and therefore better able to manipulate
their use of language.

That assignment, of course,

took

place over a much longer time frame than the two
composing aloud sessions of this study, and with a
different group of learners.

It

is a suggestion that

teachers encourage this ongoing assignment as part of
their writing program to see if young children could
gain the same kind of awareness from the process that
college students did, and therefore a better sense of
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control over the process.

Because the finding that

composing aloud can be useful came from a significantly
older group of informants, this ongoing assignment with
young writers is offered as a suggestion, rather than as
a pedagogical recommendation emerging directly from this
study.
With greater

information about how children use

language to shape their reality, at a global level, and
what accounts for the variance an individual child may
demonstrate in the control of his or her writing
process, be it fiction, non-fiction, or a more specific
classification, at a pragmatic level, more pedagogical
recommendations could be made.
additional

However, to get this

information, we need to conduct further

research.

Directions for Future Research

This study has been useful because it has provided
insight into children's conceptions and practices of
writing.

The previously stated limitations of the study

provide bases on which to recommend future research
directions.
One striking finding of the study was related to
issues of control over different kinds of writing, here,
specifically fiction versus non-fiction.

In discussing
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their conceptions of writing,

informants indicated

differences in preference for one form over another, and
felt one was easier than the other.

However,

interviews

and writing sessions were designed to set fiction and
non-fiction up as the given dichotomy.

Perhaps there

are other distinctions which children find more
significant than fiction/non-fiction, and research to
determine what those distinctions are, and how children
perceive the distinctions,
Within this study,

is certainly warranted.

no distinction was made between

various categories of non-fiction, such as reports
versus personal narrative,

and this is a distinction

that should be addressed.
The

informants in this study demonstrated often

dramatic differences

in control of either

fiction or

non-fiction in their actual writing sessions.

What

determines the variance in control of the writing
process

is another

addressed.

important area of research to be

Since these informants had only one writing

session each with fiction and non-fiction,

similar

studies which involve a greater number of writing
sessions with each informant should address this
research topic more
The

intensively.

informants in this study also demonstrated that

they developed their writing products during the writing
process.

Composing aloud was used as a tool to help the
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researcher learn how the informants used language in
planning,

and to externalize inner speech to the extent

that is possible.

However, again,

writing sessions,

and

there were only two

informants indicated that they

were unaccustomed to composing aloud and
it difficult.

So,

again,

initially found

the research recommendation is

for similar studies which involve a greater number of
writing sessions with each informant, which would give
informants an opportunity to accustom themselves to the
composing aloud process,

and to provide a greater amount

of composing aloud protocols and data.
Further recommendations for research include
widening the
informants,

informant pool.

and they were carefully selected as skilled

and fluent writers.
skilled writers'
what

This study involved twelve

It

is important to know less

conceptions and practices of writing,

influences their control over different kinds of

writing,

and what kinds of verbal planning they use in

writing,

and how and

of skilled writers.

if they may be different from those
This information needs to be

addressed through individual profiles as well as
generalized data.
To summarize the specific recommendations,

it is

recommended that attention be paid to the variances and
possible dichotomies that may exist within young
writers,

and how they influence control over the writing
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procGss.

Further,

it is suggested that more composing

sessions be conducted with informants in order to learn
what the variances are, and to encourage fluency in
composing aloud.

In order that these findings

accurately reflect what is happening
classroom,

in the "real"

it is further suggested that additional

research be conducted more naturalistically, with the
researcher as a long-term participant observer
actual classroom environment.

in the

This is essential

if we

are to learn about language processes in a meaningful
context.

Philosophical Perspective

The

informants

in this study demonstrated that

through and with language,
knowledge base,

they organized their

experiences,

and

inventions into unified

written messages which they could convey to other
people.

At the beginning of their writing sessions,

they did not know more than the titles of their written
pieces and a vague notion of what the piece would be
about.

Vygotsky described his notion of inner speech

through the use of titles,
example,

in which

Hamlet

,

for

took on the entire sense of the concept.

these children's writings, a parallel can be drawn
through their creating titles, which indicated the

In
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sense" of the piece and the composing process, which
was one of getting from that interiorized sense to an
outer, communicable written product.
In the process of writing,

the informants

formulated detailed, organized verbal products from
their

internal, diffuse notions, or stream of

consciousness.
The informants further demonstrated that through
and with language,

they were able to plan what route

their actions and thoughts should take in order to get
from the "sense" of a piece to a written product.

They

used composing aloud as an organizing tool to channel
thought and plan strategies and procedures.

So the

planning function of language was evidenced clearly in
composing aloud which simulated or suggested at a
surface level what verbal planning was actually
occurring at a deeper level.
Further,

these informants showed that their control

of memory or processes of memory was influenced by
language:
until

they found writing non-fiction difficult

they knew what aspects of the topic they could

readily call up from memory.
These

informants,

in writing and talking about

writing, demonstrated the awesome possibility and power
of verbal

language to shape their experiences, and

thoughts and therefore control the past,

to make sense
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of their

immediate environment and therefore control the

present,

and to plan and therefore control the future.

Zelda,

for example, chose to write a non-fiction piece

about a frightening personal event from her past
("Almost Drowning")

because "it gave me the creeps" and

she wanted to stop thinking about it.

For Zelda,

writing about almost drowning made this past experience
"less scary".

In a similar vein,

Joyce chose to write

her non-fiction piece about a classmate who was
currently being "mean" to her:
and

"Sometimes she's mean

I sort of like to write it down and get it all out."

Scott,

in writing his elaborate branched fiction piece,

provided himself with a verbal road map of directions
which he needed to follow to keep the various branches
in order:
think

"Now I gotta think about how to do this--I

if you go left you come to a cliff and you skid

right off and the end."

The informants became,

their use of language, change agents,

through

organizing their

reality and experience into meaningful order.
The level of awareness of language as an organizing
process, and the facility of one's use of language
contribute to the strength of the language uFer as a
change agent.

This change can involve saying "it's

broken" before putting a pencil down and looking for a
different one,

it can be figuring out the categories or

characteristics by which certain objects are grouped,

it
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can be moving to a new level on the socio-economic
hierarchy.

All of these changes are directed by

individuals who use language to shape and determine the
direction and therefore result of change.
Because educational

institutions are established

ostensibly for the furtherance of both societal and
individual goals,

the only essential purposes of

education can be to help its participants develop their
own powers to find and make meaning from the chaos of
experience and to provide them with the tools and
sensibilities to take an active role as change agents in
creating their own personal destiny and place in a
society which they help to create.
the "basic skills"

Current interest in

in education should have this quest

for meaning and a meaningful place as its primary
thrust.

Tradition,

conservative trend
nurtured

fear,

ignorance, and the current

in this country, however, have

instead groups such as the Citizens for Better

Schools in Buckland, Massachusetts, which attack books
and curricula which "present alien philosophies and
political

systems"

and which "focus on problems rather

than accomplishments"

(Eaton,

1982:6).

Making meaning

from the unknown--which is most of life--is,
not a goal

for

lamentably,

this group or the many like it.

The key to providing "basic" education in the
schools,

to helping learners develop ways of making
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niGaning
knowing,

for themselves, and for developing ways of
tools for creating their destiny,

development and use of language.

lies in the

It lies in an

awareness that the process of forming and using language
is itself the key to making meaning.
Within the educational context,

this means

emphasizing language as a process, and developing an
awareness that language not only serves to convey
information between people, but serves to organize and
shape one's

internal

process of making
or language arts

intellectual development.

The

language must be the focus in language
instruction.

This focus on making

language emphasizes situations in which the processes
themselves,

the ways of knowing, can be stressed rather

than the transfer of specific bodies of pre-ordained
knowledge.
The excellent classrooms in which this study was
conducted are two examples of classrooms in which this
focus exists.

And the

informants in this study have

shown that when allowed, encouraged,
language in meaningful ways,
and well.

It

and expected to use

they do so enthusiastically

is the hope of this researcher that more

and more classrooms and educational settings will
provide similar opportunities for meaningful language
development and use,
develop and be heard.

and allow young learners'

voices to
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APPENDIX A:

Initial

A.

Writing

Interview Guide

Introduction--explanation of purpose of study and

participant's
B.

INTERVIEW GUIDES

role

Consciousness of writing
Do

you

What

like

to write?

Why or why not?

is writing?

What are

the differences between adults'

children's
What are

and

writing?

the differences between good

and bad

writing?
C.

Processes of writing
What do

you do when you write?

What happens

first?

What goes on

in your head while your

How does
D.

Deciding

it get

what

to

Then what?

from your

head

to your

penciil?

write

How/when/why do you decide what
How do

are writing?

you know what

Where do you get

to put on

ideas?
117

to write
the paper?

(about)?

118

What happens

in your head before you start

to

write?
Do you know the whole piece before you begin

to

write?
What happens when you revise your writing?
Why do you
E.

Fiction and

revise?

non-fiction

How do you go about writing
decide what

to write

in

fiction?

How do you

fiction?

How do you go about writing non-fiction?
you decide what

to write

What's different about
Do

you

like writing

better?
Is
F.

fiction and

fiction or

non-fiction?

non-fiction

than

the other?

Why?

Conclusion
there anything else you think

about

Discussion of remainder

NOTE;

The

final

individually
initial

I

should know

writing?

Final

the

in non-fiction?

Why?

one easier

Is

G.

How do

for

of

study

Interview Guide

interview guide was drawn up
each

interview,

informant,

based

on a

review of

composing

aloud

sessions,

and
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other writing

samples collected

Questions were

selected

"Deciding what

to write",

sections of

the

initial

from class work.

from "Processes of writing",
and

"Fiction and

non-fiction"

interview guide, but with

specific written pieces as referents.

A.

Review of past

B.

Composing

sessions—clarification and

aloud

Was composing
Was

aloud

confusing

it difficult or

Did composing

in any way?

easy to do?

Could you say what was going

Did

summary

aloud change

on

Why?
in your head?

the way you wrote?

it help you think better?

C.

Processes of

D.

Deciding

E.

Fiction and

F.

Conclusion

writing

what

(See Note above.)

to write

non-fiction

(See Note above.)
(See Note above.)

APPENDIX B;

INFORMANT WRITING SAMPLES

Lisa:
I

Don't

Know

(F)

The raccoon and

the

space monster

with green hair with a green monster with
a crazy box
monster
and

found

school
the

is

red

and

coat

orange

the circus and
and

for

an apple and

to

they gave

they hung

the closet and

snack and

the beach

they went

work at a desk and

in

the space

they went to

seashells and

teacher

their

and

up

they ate an

a monkey came and

they made plaster masks.

The Courtney Story
I

go

skating

to Courtney's house and go

and Courtney's

skating.

And

friends came
go

(NF)

sister goes

we play hockey.

ice

And

to Courtney's house.

our
And we

in Courtney's house and have hot

chocolate.

And we go
120

sledding.

ice

121

Graham:
The Bugs Bunny Story
One day Bugs
he picked
after

Bunny saw a

it up and put

he put

it

in

it

they played

she gives
our

Davis
us

writing

book with

in

is nice

some water

to his

took

(NF)

to

some

us

stamps

times

she

and we have a

2 chapters

a

friend's

Story

stickers and
teacher

and

the end

The Miss Davis
Miss

flower

the water he

nap on one day Bugs went
house and

(F)

is

story

the end

William:
The Bunny and William

Story

(F)

One day William bought a bunny then
William put
put

the

friend

it

in

a cage after William

rabbit

in

the cage he called

over

to go home

and

played

they ate

I

play pool

swimming

a game then he had

lunch

The William

a

the end

Story

with my dad

with my mom and

(NF)
I go

sister

and go
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for walks

and

play games and go

fishing

and go

to movies with my mom and dad

sister

and go

and go

to

in

first grade

school

playing

at

the Monson's

friends houses dave gons

doing math
at

swimming

I
I

in

I

and

like going

to

I

am

school

and

like playing with my friends
like

the

the

snow

snow and
I

like

skiing

and

sledding

especially at Amherst College because
has

a big

sledding hill

it

the end

John;
The Martian Man
Once

the Martian man went

kindergarten

for his

first

surprised

that he was

man.

the other

All

different planet.
from Mars.

the

Tomato
Pluto.

juice

kids were

Some of

the

people

afber
that

from a

teacher

[nonsense word]

knew what

Some

juice.

2000 miles

the kids were
the

from Pluto.

from Earth.

from tomato

When

He was

The Martian man was

is a planet

bananaland.
was

time.

His parents were

kids came

to

the only Martian

The other children were
of

(F)

from

from
asked how
the only

she meant were

the
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p©opl©
was

fconri Cobra

a cobral

Cobra

land

So

own

slomk©.

laugh©d

languag©.

th© kids

th© Martian man

about

th© day.

H©

was

was

so many kids

from tomato

spok©

lad.

t©ll

th©m

that all h©

told m©

night

th© nam©s.

Wh©n My Unci© Dov© through
My dad

Th©r©

took him all

th©m all

That

told his par©nts

told

it

this

th©

Ic©

(NF)

story on© day

January my unci© w©nt

swimming h© dov©

right

it didn't br©ak

through

h© didn't
shorts

th©

fall

on

ic©

in.

Y©st©rday
an

had

a

sword

I

ambush on

th© ch©©k

H© hit th©

in

so

ic© with

th© ©nd

Snowball

did

in

spok©

l©arn ©v©ry bodys nam©.

to

from

said wrong

Most kids

night

long

and

Th© Martian man

did

p©rson

s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s.

Th©s© w©r©

juic©.

By th© way sh©

th© oth©r

answ©r©d

Ev©ry body ©Is©
th©ir

land.

and

sword

Fight

had

a

(NF)

snowball

th©m and

f©ll

into

fight on© of

fighting brok©

fight w©

I got hit

th© pit.

in

2 kids

th© p©opl©

th© oth©r on©s
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sword,

Jpan:
Dracula
Dracula
teeth.

(F)

is a monster

that has big

He has a black cape and black

pants he has blood dripping down his
mouth he has a white

shirt with a black

tie he

lives

scares

lots of people

bit

in a haunted house

someone on

one day Dracula

the neck then he

someone out of their house
home

and had bat

went

to bed

morning

stew for

supper

in his coffin.

In

the

then he

the

for

then he went out and

every body off

scared

then he went

he had bloody cereal

breakfast

he

streets and

scared
then

somebody called

the police the police

came and

thousand bullets at

Dracula

shot a

he died.

The end

Cardinal
The cardinal

(NF)

is a

red bird with a

d^0st on

top of

cardinal

is brownish reddish the cardinal

doesn't

its head.

fly south

for

The

female

the winter

like
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most birds do.
that you

sometimes don't

the cardinal
feet

The cardinal

is a bird

see

it a

lot

has a orange beak and orange

the cardinal

is a pretty bird

the

end

Zelda:
Almost Drowning
Once upon a
and went
sister

time

to her

I went

swimming

said do a

(NF)

pool

sommersault but

would

I did

stomach
hand

for

stand

15

back up and

said

drowned

she

out

and

and

I

I

said

said

then

seconds and

I

said oh and

to get back

I did

then

to my sister

I

I

a
came

almost

then

and dried myself off and

sister

I had

first was on my

20 seconds and
for

and my

sommersault and

never done a
try so

to my aunts

I got

then my

in and

I did

the

end

The Crack
Once
school

a

And

said

the Wall

time a girl

on Monday and

the wall.
teacher

upon

in

she

she

told

where and

(F)
went

to

saw a crack
the

teacher

the girl

in
and

showed
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the

teacher

tell

and

the

the janitor

and he did

teacher

I'll

fix

said

it on

it on Saturday

I will
Saturday

the end.

Hunter:
Baseball

(NF)

When my brother was

in

hit he made was a homerun
move up a

level

next year

he went

this

year he

league.

is

everyone

their

and

Mr.

and catcher.

in my

He

little

is except

His coaches are Mr.

Purcell.

the best

He was on

is right

family

last game of the

team was

for

third base and

for me and my dad.
Fanning

to

is pee-wee then the

tigers prep league.

handed

then he had

trying out

second

every

into prep league and

He plays

sometimes
the

which

t-ball

team won

season and

team

Weekends

His

in

the

the league.

(F)

One day when

I

when

I got hit

in

the head with the puck

then

I

thee

caught
when

fell

on

the puck

I

was playing hockey

ice

shot

there was only

5

then my stick
it and

it went

seconds left and

I

127
brok©

the

tie and

because we won
season.

they gave me a

the

trophy

final game of the

Next weekend

I'm going

to play

street hockey with my friend and
hope

the

same thing happens.

let's

The end.

Sylvia:
The Green Doll
One day a girl
the

named Jenny went

store and bought a green doll.

she went home
and

(F)

played

Jenny went
life.
when

she put

with her
to

the doll

until

tore apart

she had

wallpaper was

ripped

downstairs and

told her

Jenny's

parents did

told

them

to her

torn off and her

dolls were all

Then

the

up.

sitting
Then
room the
other

Jenny ran

parents at

not believe her

to come look and

they called

to

room and

put her.

Jenny saw what happened

she

night and when

Jenny woke up the doll was

exactly where

When

on a chair

sleep the doll came

The doll

to

the police

first
then

they did.

the police

came and

took a

examined

for

fingerprints and

out

the

fingerprints were the green

that

look at Jenny's

room and

they found
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doll's

so

they arrested

the green doll.

The end .

How My Hamster Died
My
called

(NF)

first hamster was a
a

fluffy one

teddy bear hamster but

I

him Sparkle.

One day

I

him and

a while

I got tired

after

him back
dead.
he

was playing with

the next day

I

and put

found him

My family thought he died because

fell

used

and

named

to

off his water bottle because he
climb his water bottle but

thought he died because he was
started

to

another

hamster

brother)
hamster

cry.

My mom

said

the next day.

too old

I

I'll get you

tomorrow while

is at his game and

I

Peter

(my

I got another

The end

Margaret:
untitled
Once
Jenny.

She

there was a girl

She

Michigan.

fiction

lived

in

Jenny was

a

whose name was

little house

six

in

years old.

lived with her mother

and her

cat.
Jenny's cat's name Fluffy*

Fluffy
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was a kitten.
Jenny liked

She

to play with her

One day,
walk

in

slept with Jenny.

Jenny decided

the woods.

a

lot.

to go

for

a

She brought Fluffy

along.
When

they got

Jenny thought
to where
it was
into

she

she

further

she

something big,

getting

late,

When

so

She

saw it.

but

She up
She

saw

it ran off

thought

she decided

she got home,

her mother.

the woods

saw something.

thought

the woods.

into

it was
to go home.

she didn't

tell

Her mother didn't even know

she was gone.
She had
It was

lunch and went to her

Saturday,

so

room.

she didn't have

school.
She played with her
while,

and

Three years
playing

trying

to

across

the

climbed

for a

then went outside.

untitled

was

toys

non-fiction
ago when

I

was

on my jungle gym,

reach
top,

up some

the ladder
but

I

steps,

six,

I

and was

that went

couldn't.

I

and jumped off of
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them and

landed

on the ground with my

right arm.
My mom thought
so

she brought me
After

to

it was only sprained,

in

the house.

a while she decided

the doctor,

to have

to

take me

it checked.

They took some x-rays,

and

found

that my right wrist was cracked.
So

they took me

me a cast.
time,

but

It

into a room and gave

seemed

take a

they finally got

We went home and
to

to

long

it on.

the next day

I went

school.
At writing

very well.
always
day.

At

time,

I couldn't write

the end of

the day,

we

wrote about what we had done that
That

time,

the

teacher wrote

it

for

me.
When

I went home,

I had

a

few things

written on my cast.
The next day,
better.

It was a

my cast off.
strange.
to

normal.

When

I was writing
long

a

time before

I did, my hand

But after a while,

I

little
I got
felt

was back
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Scott:

Earthquakes

These

(NF)

following pages contain

information about earthquakes.
in
And

Alaska

the sky was

the mountains a

school

was empty.

closed.

familiar

to

came

it happened.

the

and

The earth’s crust

saw trees

in two.

an earthquake

is

rock.

rock.

from
part.

the

earth has

The core which
earth,

is.

Under

Our

is

It

inside of

is

5

is an

Chapter

layer
3 main

is

30 miles

the earth

Some

The earth

The crust
to

falling.

This

2,150 miles

the mantle which

the crust.

fearful.

Everybody rushed

example of an earthquake.

molten

The cosy

split open.

houses were ripped

What

Every

a deep rumble.

shook.

windows

lead.

the cosy and

strange and

first heard

the houses

their

light grey.

In place of

The people
Then

the color of

Most offices were

Suddenly

vanished.

One day

of

two.
is

land

it

regions.
from the

1,800 miles
is

the

last

thick.

The

is very hot.

It

is
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also
is

under great pressure.

like gummy tar

Sometimes

inside.

Read what an earthquake

The

(1)

You are a

Garry.

Race

is.

(F)

race car driver

You are qualified

mile race

in

named

the

1,000

that goes up Mount Quake.

the day of

it

starting

the official

On

tells

you you can go up the mountain two ways,
north or

west.

If

you go north,

If

you go west,

(2)

The officials

and

you race north.

good

start.

miles a
and

go

to page
to page

shoot the

You are off

road

you down.
you race

After
forward

go

a quarter mile before there

in

the

to

If

you go

if

right page

the deers
only to
is a

left

turn

to page 4

5

straight page 6.

You go

a

the road

road.

and
(4)

3.

But when you have gone 2

slows

the

2.

starting gun

family of deer crossing

that

cross

go

left

and

you go 1 mile

fork
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forward.

You see a cliff and try to stop

but you are going too fast.
The end
(3)

You are off to a good start and you

go a few miles when you come to a
crossroad.
If you go left go to page 7
if right page 8.
(7)

You go a half mile and come to a

dead end go back to page 3
(8)

You go 10 miles at top speed but

then develop engine trouble.

You look in

the hood and see 2 spark plugs missing
and that is one thing you are short of.
The end
(5)

You race right and go 800 miles

uneventfully.

With only 100 miles to go

you meet up with another car.
him go 99 miles tied

You and

you see the finish

line you put on a full burst of speed.
You race past the finish line only feet
before the other car.

You've won.

The end
(6)

You race left and go 950 miles and

see the finish line!

But then another

car races past through the finish.

Oh,

134
well

you can’t win

them all!

The end

Joyce:
Sunset Boat
On a

little

island

(F)
lived

a boy and

father was a

fisherman

his mother.

His

and his boat

sank.

lived

lots of palm trees and he

on had

and his mother
near

The

lived

island

in a

little bungalow

the ocean.
One hot day at about

saw a boat
clouds at

it had

a

the end.

The boy ran

and

mother

can't believe her

telled her what he

joy and

that

sing.

the boat has
His mother

weep.

sunset the boy

rainbow sail

mother

for

that he

But

eyes

and
for his

saw his
they dance

they don't know

sailed

away.

sits down and

The boy takes her

into

starts

to

the

bungalow and

seats her down he runs out

and

gets her

some

for

when he came back his mother had died

he weeped

fresh ocean water but

for hours.

was on his own
was back again.

it was

And

the next day he

sunset and

the boat

The boy ran and plunge
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into
but

the water he
for

his

swam out

to

surprise the boat

"Hello."

The boy went back

water

onto

and

tied

to

and

it

into

shore and

to

the water.

fell

have a

3

cluster

2

other

lot.

friend

a

in my school.

Paula and
friend

too.

At

little kids

because

is

in

see each
she has a
like her.
which

and blue eyes

she's

lunch recess we

see

I don't play

she's playing

like

I

like

Sara and

with

to play with
Stacy.

I haven't gone to her house

she never

invite her

named

She

Sandi

Stephanie and

This year

to

I don't

sometimes

with her because

the

I'm

In her cluster

each other but

Paula.

Stephanie.

and blue eyes.

also has blond hair
friend

swam back

the sand.

and we don't get

named

the boat.

(NF)

friend named

She also has a

my

He

asleep on

She has blond hair
in cluster

the

the boat and

Stephanie
I

into

swam back to

the anchor

dropped

said,

shore he came out with his

fathers anchor
He

the boat

over.

invites me but

I

always

At my birthday party we
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saw a movie and
Stephanie,
good

I had

Sandi

and

a

sleep over

Jesse.

I had

And we had

a

time.
The end

Iris;
The Woogabooga Monster
Saturday night
Katy's house.

I

slept over

When we went

(NF)
at

to bed Anna

saw the woogabooga monster.
We were all
went

up

into

scared except Katy.

Katy* s

room so

We

the

woogabooga monster wouldn't get us.
Finally after
Katy

10

morning

singing happy birthday to

times we went
we wanted

to

woogabooga monster
and

Katy wanted

Anna didn't.
made

to

see what

really was.

In

the

the
Alisha

to go down but me and

Katy and

us go down.

sleep.

Alisha

finally

But when we got down

there

the woogabooga monster was only a

smear

on

breakfast

the window.

Then we had

and went bowling.
The end.

untitled

(F)
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One day
stage and
but

I

I

fell

I was playing up on the
tried

to do a back handspring

and knocked over
fell

the big

shelf.

It

on my hand and made a big

noise.

Every one came running

what had happened
the hospital
to
I

school
said

for

to me.
a cast.

right hand.

I had

my left hand.
I

I had
to

When

see

to go

to

I got back
I

felt.

injured my

learn

to write with

It was pretty hard but

then went home and

mom what had happened
dinner.

I had

every one asked me how

pretty bad.

managed.

to

The end

and

told my

then had

I

